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OFFICERS AND COMMITTEES.
Moderator
Term expires
HENRY G. DUDLEY 1913
Town Clerk
DANIEL BRACKETT 1913
Selectmen
TAMES H. LEE 1913
THOMAS F. MAHONY 1913
NAPOLEON PERODEAU 1913
Treasurer
FRANK E. YEAGER 1913
Collector of Taxes
IRVING A. PRIEST 1913
Auditor
TAMES H. CARROLL 1913
Treasurer of Library Funds
FRANCIS SHAW 1913
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Overseers of Poor
CHARLES A. BENSON 1913
THOMAS W. FROST 1914
STEPHEN C. CORMIER 1915
School Committee
PHILIP S. IDE 1914
HARRY E. CARSON 1913
ARTHUR B. NICHOLS 1915
Assessors
DANIEL BRACKETT 1913
NATHANIEL R. GERALD 1914
ALFRED A. CARTER 1915
Water Commissioners
HENRY G. DUDLEY 1914
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS 1913
JAMES C. McKAY 1915
Trustees of Public Library
FRANCIS SHAW 1914
ALFRED W. CUTTING 1914
JOHN CONNELLY 1915
AMOS I. HADLEY 1915
ANDREW A. NORRIS 1913
LESTER R. GERALD 1913
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Town Officers and Committees
Sinking Fund Commissioners
CHESTER B. WILLIAMS 1914
WALTER B. HENDERSON 1913
JOHN CONNELLY 1915
Board of Health
WALTER S. BIGWOOD 1915
CYRUS A. ROAKE 1914
PATRICK D. GORMAN 1913
Cemetery Commissioners
WALLACE S. DRAPER 1914
ANDREW S. MORSE 1913
COLON C. WARD 1915
Constables
ARLO W. ANNS 1913
MICHAEL W. HYNES 1913
FRANK C. MOORE 1913
JOSEPH C. VINCENT 1913
THOMAS MURRAY 1913
THOMAS WARD 1913
Tree Warden
EDWARD F. LEMOINE 1913
Surveyors of Highways
MICHAEL W. HYNES 1913
Fence Viewers
SELECTMEN 1913
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Field Drivers
CONSTABLES
Public Weighers
ERNEST Q. CLARK
FRED C. BEANE
CHARLES A. BENSON
WALDO S. RUSSELL
1913
1913
1913
1913
Weighers of Coal
ARTHUR W. ATWOOD
GEORGE F. HARRINGTON, Jr.
WALTER S. BIGWOOD
Burial Agent
JOSEPH M. MOORE
Janitor of Town Hall
DOLOR CORMIER
Forest Fire Warden
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS
Sealer of Weights and Measures
JOSEPH M. MOORE
Inspector of Animals
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Town Officers and Committees
Superintendent of Gypsy and Brown-Tail Moths
DANIEL J. GRAHAM
Finance Committee
PAUL T. DRAPER
WILLIAM SUPPLE
JACOB REEVES
WILLIAM S. LOVELL
ERNEST F. LAWRENCE
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Annual Town Meeting.
MARCH 24, 1913.
Warrant
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Middlesex, ss.
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Wayland.
Greeting
:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are required to
notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of Wayland
qualified to YOte in town elections to meet at their re-
spective polling places on Monday, March 24, 1913, at 6
o'clock in the forenoon, and bring in their ballots to the
Election Officers for a Moderator, Town Clerk, three
Selectmen, Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Auditor, Treas-
urer of Library Funds, Surveyor of Highways, Tree War-
den and seven Constables, all for one year.
One member of School Committee, one Sinking Fund
Commissioner, one Cemetery Commissioner, one Assessor,
two Trustees of the Public Library, one Overseer of Poor,
one member of Board of Health, one Water Commissioner,
all for three years.
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t
Also to vote ''Yes" or "No" on the following question,
"Shall licenses" be granted for the sale of intoxicating
liquors in this town ?"
All the foregoing to be voted on the official ballot.
The polls will be open at 6.15 o'clock in the forenoon,
and will remain continuously open at least four hours, when
they may be closed unless the voters otherwise order.
And you are required to notify and warn the in-
habitants of Wayland qualified to vote in town arTairs to
meet at the Town Hall on Wednesday, March 26, 1913, at
7.45 o'clock in the afternoon to act on the following articles,
viz.
:
Article 1. To hear the report of town officers, agents,
trustees, and committees, and act thereon.
Art. 2. To choose all necessary town officers, agents,
trustees, and committees not elected by official ballot.
Art. 3. To grant money for all necessary town
purposes.
Art. 4. To authorize the Selectmen to consult counsel
on important town cases, and to defend the town against
any action at law, or suit in equity that may be brought
against it.
Art. 5. To appropriate the money received from dog
licenses.
Art. 6. To see what action the town will take in re-
gard to borrowing money in anticipation of the taxes of the
current municipal year.
Art. 7. To see if the town will vote to charge interest
on overdue taxes and fix the rate.
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Art. 8. To see if the town will appropriate $300 to re-
pair Glezen Road from Concord Road to Hazelbrook Lane,
or do or act.
Art. 9. To see if the town will authorize the Select-
men to draw from the revenue account such sums of money
as may be necessary to carry on the work of exterminating
the gypsy and brown-tail moths, for the months of Decem-
ber, 1913, and January and February, 1914, but not to ex-
ceed the town's liability for 1914.
Art. 10. To see if the town will grant a sum of money
to build a concrete cross walk on Main street from the
south side of Shawmet avenue, to north side of Willard
street, or do or act.
Art. 11. To see if the town will accept the following
bequests : $100 from Phebe M. Johnson to be known as
"The Edward L. Johnson Fund,". the income from which to
be used in care of Lot 21, in Lake View Cemetery; $100
from Isabella Gale, to be known as the "Edwin Gale Fund,"
the income from which to be used in care of Lot No. 25,
North Cemetery.
Art. 12. To see if the town will instruct the Water
Commissioners to extend the water mains on Main street
to connect with Natick water mains for fire protection, and
emergency cases.
Art. 13. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money for the purchase of forest fire fighting equipment for
use by the Forest Warden.
Art. 14. To see if the town will appropriate $150 for
necessary repairs to the roof of Town Hall, and shed in rear
of Hall.
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Art. 15. To see what action the town will take rela-
tive to procuring- necessary sanitary conditions in Town
Hall, appropriate money therefor, or do or act.
Art. 16. To see if the town will instruct the Select-
men to install an electric light on German Hill street, near
the right of way to Lake View Cemetery. Also to install
one street light on Pleasant street, near the residence of
Louis Champigni.
Art. 17. To see if the town will accept Chapter 367 of
the Acts of 191 1. Sections one and two as amended by
sections one, two and three of Chapter 320, Acts 1912, rela-
tive to the use of rooms and halls in School Buildings for
other than School purposes.
Art. 18. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money to repair the old Sudbury road from the B. & M.
R. R. to the first bridge.
Art. 19. To see if the town will accept Chapter 635 of
the Acts of 1912.
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting
copies hereof attested by you at the Town Hall, at each
Post Office in town, and at the Engine House, seven days
at least before the time of holding- said meeting.
Hereof fail not and make due return of this warrant to
the Town Clerk, on or before March 20, current.
Given under our hands this eighth day of March, in the
year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and thirteen.
TAMES H. LEE.
THOMAS F. MAHOXY.
XAPOLEOX PERODEAU.
Selectmen of YVavland.
Town of Wayland
Primary
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Middlesex, ss.
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Wayland.
Greeting
:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are required to
notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of Wayland
qualified to vote in primaries to meet at their respective
polling places on Tuesday, April I, 1913, at 3 o'clock in the
afternoon, to bring in to the election officers their votes for
the nomination of candidates for
—
A Representative in Congress, 13th District.
The polls will be open at 3.15 o'clock and will be closed
at 8 o'clock in the afternoon.
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting
copies hereof attested by you at the Town Hall, at each
Post Office, in said Town, and at the Engine House, seven
days at least before the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this warrant to
the Town Clerk on or before March 26, current. Given
under our hands this eighth day of March, A. D., 1913.
JAMES H. LEE,
THOMAS F. MAHONY,
NAPOLEON PARADEAN,
Selectmen of Wayland.
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Annual Town Meeting, 1912.
MARCH 25, 1912
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Middlesex, ss.
To Either of the Constables of the Town of Wayland in
said town.
Greeting
:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you
are required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town
of Wayland qualified to vote in town affairs to meet : The
voters of precinct one at the Town Hall ; the voters of pre-
cinct two at the Engine House in Cochituate Village on
Monday, March 25, 1912, at six o'clock in the forenoon, to
give in their votes for a Moderator, three Selectmen, Town
Clerk, Treasurer, Collector of Taxes, Auditor, Treasurer of
Library Funds, Surveyor of Highways, Tree Warden, and
seven Constables, all for one year.
One member of the School Committee, one Sinking
Fund Commissioner, one Assessor, one Cemetery Commis-
sioner, two Trustees of Public Library, one Overseer of
Poor, one Member of Board of Health, and Water Com-
missioner, all for three years.
One Overseer of Poor for two years (to fill vacancy),
is
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one member of Board of Health for two years (to fill
vacancy), one member of Board of Health for one year (to
fill vacancy).
Also to vote "Yes" or "No" on the question, ''Shall
licenses be granted for the sale of intoxicating liquors in
this town?"
All the foregoing to be voted on the official ballot.
The polls will be open at 6.15 o'clock in the forenoon,
and will remain continuously open for at least four hours,
when they may be closed, unless the voters present other-
wise order.
And you are required to notify and warn the in-
habitants of the Town of Wayland qualified to vote in town
affairs to meet at the Town Hall on Wednesday, March 27,
current, at 7.45 o'clock in the afternoon, there and then to
act on the following- articles, viz.
:
Article 1. To hear the report of town officers, agents,
trustees, and committees, and act thereon.
Art. 2. To choose all necessary town officers, agents,
trustees, and committees not elected by official ballot.
Art. 3. To grant money for necessary town purposes.
Art. 4. To authorize the Selectmen to consult counsel
on important town cases, and to defend the town against
any action at law or suit in equity that may be brought
against it.
Art. 5. To appropriate the money received from dog
licenses.
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Art. 6. To see what action the town will take in re-
gard to borrowing' money in anticipation of the taxes of the
current municipal year.
Art. 7. To see if the tow n will authorize the Select-
men to draw from the revenue account such sums of money
as may be necessary to carry on the work of exterminating"
the gypsy and brown-tail moths for the months of Decem-
ber, 1912, and January and February of 1913, but not to ex-
ceed the town's liability for 1913.
Art. 8. Shall Sections 1 to 14, inclusive, of Chapter 28
of the Revised Laws, authorizing cities and towns to lay
out public parks within their limits, be accepted?
Art. 9. To see if the town will vote to elect and deter-
mine the manner of election of a Board of three Park Com-
missioners, and fix their terms of office, in case the Town
shall vote to accept Sections 1 to 14, inclusive oi Chapter 28
of the Revised Laws.
Art. 10. To see if the town will vote to buy for a
public playground a piece of land situated in the village of
Cochituate, generally described as follows : bounded on the
north by West Plain street, about three hundred and sixty
(360) feet ; on the west by German Hill street, about
five hundred and sixty (560) feet ; on the south by Bradford
street, about three hundred and sixty (360) feet ; and on the
east by a line connecting Bradford street and West Plain
street, about four hundred (400) feet in length, and contain-
ing approximately four (4) acres, commonly known as the
"Ball Field" : and to see what action the Town will take as
to carrying out such vote and as to the exercise of the
powers enumerated in Section 19, Chapter 28, of the Re-
vised Laws, as amended by Chapter 508 of the Acts of 1910.
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Art. II. To see if the town will vote to pay for the
land mentioned in the article next preceding, under author-
ity of Revised Laws, Chapter 28, as amended by the Acts of
1910, Chapter 508, by issuing its notes, outside the debt
limit, for the principal sum of $4,000 ; said notes to be dated
April 1, 1912, to bear interest semi-annually, April 1 and
October 1, at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum; to mature
$500 each year, from and including April 1, 1913, to and in-
cluding April 1, 1920; the denomination of each note to be
$500; the amount necessary to pay the interest and princi-
pal as it severally matures to be raised out of the taxes ; and
the Town Treasurer, with the consent and approval of the
Selectmen, to have authority to sell said notes : or to pay
for said land in such way as the Town may determine.
Art. 12. To see if the town will vote to appropriate
$600 to secure a $1,600 spraying outfit, $1,000 of its cost to
be donated to the town by the state.
Art. 13. To see if the town will vote to change the
compensation of the tax collector to 1 (one) per cent, of the
amount collected by him, and to pay for bonding of said
official, or act anything relative thereto.
Art. 14. To see if the town will instruct the Select-
men to install one street light on French avenue, near the
residence of Joseph Gladu.
Art. 15. To see if the town will instruct the Select-
men to install electric street lights on Tower Hill road.
Art. 16. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money not exceeding one hundred and fifty dollars to build
a sidewalk on south side of Plain street from Lyon's corner
to German Hill street, or do or act.
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Art. 17. To see if the town will increase the salary of
the Town Auditor from fifty to one hundred dollars.
Art. 18. To see if the town will vote to pay laborers
for the town $2.25 per day, or do or act.
Art. 19. To see if the town will appropriate a sum of
money to build a sidewalk in front of the Town HalL.^
/
'
Art. 20. To see if the town will appropriate fifteen
hundred dollars to repair Cochituate road near the school-
house in Wayland Village, provided the state will allot an
equal amount under the small towns act.
Art. 21. To see if the town will make the salary of the
Superintendent of Fire Alarm fifty dollars, or do or act.
Art. 22. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
selectmen to make a contract at any time prior to January 1,
1913, with The Edison Electric Illuminating Company of
Boston to light the streets and ways of the town for a
period not exceeding ten years, in case said company shall
have purchased the property and business of the Weston
Electric Light Company, and to take any other action in
regard thereto.
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting
copies hereof, attested by you at the Town House, at each
of the post offices in said town, and at the Engine House,
Cochituate, seven days at least before the time for holding
said meeting.
Hereof fail not and make due return of this warrant to
the Town Clerk on or before March 25, current.
Given under our hands this ninth day of March, in the
year of our Lord, one thousand nine hundred and eleven.
GRANVILLE L. LOKER,
JAMES H. LEE,
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Town Clerk's Office.
At a town meeting held on March 25-27, 191 2, the fol-
lowing business was transacted:
Trustees of the Allen Fund—Isaac Damon, John Con-
nelly, Walter B. Henderson.
Fence Viewers—The Selectmen.
Field Drivers—The Constables.
Surveyors of Wood and Bark—William S. Lovell, Ernest
I. Clark.
Surveyor Lumber—William S. Lovell.
Memorial Day Committee—Frank Remick, Irving W.
Schleicher, David F. Fiske.
Constables elected and qualified—Arloe W. Ames, Mi-
chael W. Hynes, Frank C. Moore, Joseph C. Vincent, Thomas
P. Murry.
Article 1. The various town officers presented their re-
ports in print.
The new school house—Cochituate—Building Commit-
tee's report was accepted and the committee discharged.
The Finance Committee's report was amended by adding
thereto five hundred dollars for sidewalks and by striking out
the two thousand dollars for highways and bridges and insert-
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ing in place thereof five thousand dollars. The report as so
amended was adopted and the sums of money therein set
down, and not otherwise provided for in said report were or-
dered assessed.
Art. 2. Voted, that the Selectmen be instructed to act
as a committee to call a meeting of all citizens of Wayland on
the Wednesday evening prior to the annual town meeting in
each year, in the town hall, to discuss the articles in the town
warrant and to hear any candidates for office who may wish
to address the voters.
Art. 3. See under other articles.
Art. 4. Voted, to authorize the Selectmen to consult
counsel on important town cases, and to defend the town
against any action at law or suit in equity that may be
brought against it.
Art. 5. Voted, to appropriate the money received from
dog licenses, one-half to schools, one-half to Public Library.
Article 6. Voted, that the town treasurer, with the ap-
proval of the Selectmen, be and hereby is authorized to bor-
row money from time to time in anticipation of the taxes of
the municipal year beginning March 1, 19 12, to an amount
not exceeding in the aggregate $25,000, and to issue a note
or notes therefor payable within one year, any debt or debts
incurred under this vote to be paid from the taxes of said
municipal year.
Article 7. Voted to authorize the Selectmen to draw
from the revenue account such sums of money as may be
necessary to carry on the work of exterminating the gypsy
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and browntail moths for the months of December, 1912, and
January and February of 191 3, but not to exceed the town's
liability for 1913.
Voted to act on Articles 8, 10 and 11 together.
Printed ballots embodying Articles 8, 10 and 11 with
suitable space after each Article for the voter to mark his de-
cision were used and the check lists were used. Four quali-
fied election officers checked names of voters on lists and
counted the ballots cast.
Upon the proposition in Article 8 there were : Yes
—79,
No—139.
Upon Article 10, there were: Yes
—
93, No— 128.
Upon Article 11, there were: Yes—86, No— 133.
The three propositions were declared defeated.
Art. 9. No action.
Art. 12. Voted to appropriate $600 to secure a $1,600
spraying outfit, $1,000 of its cost to be donated to the town
by the state, the same to be assessed.
Art. 13. Voted, that for collecting a full year's taxes
the collector shall receive as compensation a sum equal to 1
per cent, of the tax levy, also voted that the town pay the pre-
miums on his official bond.
Art. 14. Voted to instruct the Selectmen to install one
street light on French Avenue, near the residence of Joseph
Gladu.
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Art. 15. Voted to assume the expense of maintaining
the street light on Town Hill Road heretofore supported by
certain individuals.
Art. 16. Voted to appropriate a sum of money not ex-
ceeding" one hundred and fifty dollars to build a sidewalk on
south side of Plain Street from Lyon's corner to German Hill
Street, the same to be taken from sidewalk appropriation.
Art. 17. Voted to increase the salary of the Town Audi-
tor from fifty to one hundred dollars.
Art. 18. Voted to pay laborers for the town $2.25 per
day.
Art. 19. Voted to appropriate a sum of money to build
a sidewalk in front of the Town Hall, the same to be taken
from sidewalk appropriation.
Art. 20. Voted to appropriate fifteen hundred dollars to
repair Cochituate road near the schoolhouse in Wayland Vil-
lage, provided the state will allot an equal amount under the
small towns act. Provided, however, the repairs be done un-
der the supervision of the State Highway Commission as a
gravel road.
Art. 21. Voted to make the salary of the Superintendent
of Fire Alarm fifty dollars, the same to be taken from appro-
priation for Fire Department.
Art. 22. Passed over.
Voted to charge interest at the rate of 6 per cent, on taxes
unpaid^on and after October 1, 1912.
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Under 2. That there be a committee of three elected by
this meeting to consider the matter of making a change in the
office of Surveyor of Highways so that- the street may be
under the control of a commission. The committee to re-
port its recommendations at a future meeting ,to be appointed
by moderator.
Article 10-a. Voted to accept one hundred dollars from
Edward Seaver to be known as the
"J- M. Russell Fund."
The income from which to be used for the care of the J. M.
Russell Lot in North Cemetery.
10-b. Voted to accept one hundred dollars from the ex-
ecutor of the estate of P. Maria Le to be known as the Phoebe
Maria Fund. The income from which to be used for the care
of Lot No. 189 in North Cemetery.
A true copy of record.
Attest: DANIEL BRACKETT,
Town Clerk.
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Town Warrant
MAY 22, 1912.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Middlesex, ss.
:
To either of the Constables of the Town of Wayland in
said County—Greeting
:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you
are required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town
of Wayland. qualified to vote in town affairs, to meet at the
Town Hall on Wednesday, the twenty-second day of May
current, at 7.45 o'clock in the afternoon, there and then to act
on the following Articles, viz.
:
Article 1. To see if the Town will instruct the Select-
men to install a street light on Glezen Lane, near the residence
of Abel H. Gleason.
Article 2. To see what action the Town will take in the
matter of carrying out the order of the County Commission-
ers, relative to relocating the Concord Road.
Article 3. To see if the Town will authorize the Select-
men to make a contract at any time prior to Jan. 1, 191 3,
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with the Edison Electric Illuminating Company, of Boston,
to light the streets and ways of the Town for a period not ex-
ceeding ten years, in case said company shall have purchased
the property and business of the Western Electric Light
Company, or to take any other action in regard thereto.
Article 4. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum of
money, not exceeding thirty-five hundred dollars ($3,500),
to be expended for the installation of a sanitary plant in the
school building at Wayland, or do or act.
Article 5. To see if the Town will appropriate a sum of
money not exceeding three thousand six hundred dollars
($3,600), to be expended for the installation of a heating
plant in the school building at Wayland, -or do or act.
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting
copies hereof, attested by you, at each of the post-offices in
said Town and at the Town Hall seven days at least, before
the time of holding said meeting.
Hereof fail not and make due return of this warrant to
the Town Clerk on or before the time of holding said meet-
ing.
Given under our hands this thirteenth day of May in the
year of Our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twelve.
JAMES H. LEE,
THOMAS F. MAHONY,
NAPOLEON PERODEAU,
Selectmen of Wayland.
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Wayland, Mass., May 23, 191 2.
At a town meeting, held on the 22d day of May, 1912,
the following business was done, viz.: under Art. 1.—Voted
to instruct the Selectmen to install one street light on Gleason
Lane near the residence of Abel H. Gleason.
Art 3.—Voted to authorize the Selectmen to make a con-
tract at any time prior to Jan. 1st, 1913, with the Edison
Elecric Illuminating Co. of Boston to light the streets and
ways of the town for a period not exceeding ten years, in
case said company shall have purchased the property and
business of the Weston Electric Light Co.
Art. 2.—Xo action but
Voted that it is the sense of the meeting that the Select-
men and the Highway Surveyor should co-operate with the
County Commissioners and the Highway Commission to se-
cure as much money for the town highways as possible.
Arts. 4 and 5.—Voted to refer the subject matter of these
articles to a future town meeting.
A true copy of record.
Attest: DAXIEL BRACKETT,
Town Clerk.
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Town Warrant
DECEMBER 17, 1912.
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Middlesex, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Wayland in said
County.
Greeting
:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts you
are required to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town
of Wayland qualified to vote in town affairs to meet at the
Town Hall, on Tuesday the 17th day of December, 1912 at
745 o'clock in the afternoon there and then to act on the
following articles
:
Art. 1. To see if the town will vote to carry out the
order of the County Commissioners relative to Concord Road.
Art. 2. To see if the town will appropriate and borrow
or otherwise provide money necessary to carry out the order
of the County Commissioners relative to Concord Road.
Art. 3. To see if the town will vote to pay Michael W.
Hynes the value of cows supposed to have been poisoned in-
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advertantly by the Superintendent of Gypsy and Brown-
Tailed Moths.
Art. 4. To see if the town will appropriate the amount
of $300 to do necessary work on shade trees on the highway
of the town.
Art. 5. To see if the town will instruct the Water Com-
missioners to extend the water mains to Natick water mains
for emergency cases.
And you are required to serve this warrant by posting-
copies hereof attested by you at the Town House
,
at each
Post Office in town seven days at least before the time of hold-
ing said meeting.
Hereof fail not and make due return of this warrant
with your doings thereon on or before the 9th da}- of Decem-
ber current.
Given under our hands this second day of December in
the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and twelve.
JAMES H. LEE,
THOMAS F. MAHONY,
NAPOLEON PERODEAU,
Selectmen of Wayland.
A true copy, attest
:
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Pursuant to the foregoing warrant the citizens of Way-
land qualified to vote in town affairs met and proceeded as
follows
:
Art. i. Xo action.
Art. 2. Voted that the Town Treasurer, with the ap-
proval of a majority of the Selectmen, be and hereby is au-
thorized to borrow not exceeding twenty-five hundred dollars,
for the purpose of carrying out the order of the County Com-
missioners relative to Concord Road, and to execute and de-
liver therefor serial notes of $500 each. The first to be pay-
able on or before Jan. 1, 19 14. The others annually there-
after. Yes
—
79. Xo.
—
3. *
Art. 3. Voted to pay Michael W. Hynes $300 for cows
poisoned by the Superintendent of Gypsy and Brown-tailed
Moths, and that the money be taken from the revenue account.
Art. 4. Xo action.
Art. 5. X'o action.
Adjourned.
Attest: DAXIEL BRACKETT,
Town Clerk.
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Wayland, Jan. I, 1913.
BIRTHS
Born during' the year 32
Males 14
Females 16
Born of native parents 25
Born of foreign parents 2
Born of native and foreign parents. . 5
MARRIAGES
Registered during the year 20
First marriage of both parties 17
First of one, second of the other 1
Second of both parties 1
Second of one and third of the other 1
DEATHS
Registered during the year 30
Males 16
Females 14
Married 19
Single 4
Widowed 7
Native birth % 21
Foreign birth 9
Names of persons deceased who were more than
seventy years old : Yrs. Mos. Dys.
Laura A. Smiley 80
Cairy P. Anderson 82 6 9
John H. Holmes 72 10 20
Elizabeth McMannus 80 7 14
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Years Months Days
Ellen P. Reeves 88 5 5
\ ifliin t\ Torincnn 5so*\<lLilclll 1 J . J KJ lliio^J
H
0 0
Willard A. Bullard 74 10 29
Mary J. Thompson 85 9 0
Elizabeth Coeman 77 8 0
Abby J. Barlow 70 5 7
Anthony Jennings 85 0 0
CAUSE OF DEATH
Myocarditis 2
Senile decay 3
Pneumonia 4
Peritonitis 1
Cirrhosis 1
Cerebral Hemorrhage 2
Apoplexy 2
\rterin Srhlerosm 4
Cancer 5
Diabetes 1
Angina Pectoris 1
Meningitis 1
Nephritis 3
DOGS LICENSED from DEC. 1, 1911, to DEC. 1, 1912
Males, in, at $2.00 $222.00
Females, 24, at $5.00 120.00
$342.00
Clerk's (135) at 20c. 27.00
$315.00
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BALLOTS CAST NOV. 5, 1912
FOR PRESIDENT
Chafin and Watkins had o
Debs and Seidel had 24
Reimer and Gillhaus had 2
Roosevelt and Johnson had 122
Taft and Sherman had 181
Wilson and Marshall had 129
GOVERNOR
Bird had 112
Foss had 129
Mulligan had 5
Rand had 1
Sawyer had 20
Walker had 190
COUNTY COMMISSIONER
Fairbanks had 108
Kelly had 27
Williams had 300
REPRESENTATIVE IN GENERAL COURT
BYRON had 130
Caiger had 80
Eaton had 209
DANIEL BRACKETT,
Town Clerk.
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Report of Finance Committee
The committee recommended the following appropria-
tions :
Abatement of taxes
General Administration
Salaries
:
S800.00
Moderator S10.00
Selectmen i/5-OO
Auditor 100.00
Treasurer 500.00
Collector 350.00
Assessors 450.00
Town Clerk 50.00
Election Officers 200.00
Registrars ioo.oo-
Incidental 1.000.00
Protection of life and property
Police S700.00
Fire Department, Cochituate 800.00
Fire Department. Cochituate,
repairs 100.00
Fire Department, Wayland 200.00
Hydrants 384.00
Sealer of weights and measures 34-00
Tree "Warden Department 200.00
S2.935.00
S2418.00
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Health and sanitation
Board of Health $200.00
Inspection of animals 150.00
Medical inspection in schools 50.00
$400.00
Highways and bridges $3,000.00
Street lighting 2,100.00
Moth extermination 1,270.80
Charities
Overseers of Poor—salaries $150.00
Support of the poor 1,200.00
$1,350-00
Education $16,000.00
Covering School Committee—salaries
Teachers and janitors
Supplies
Transportation
Superintendent
Manual training
Incidentals
Libraries and reading-room $1,600.00
Memorial Dav celebration 100.00
Soldiers' benefits 400.00
$2,100.00
Cemeteries
Lake View Cemetery $150.00
Xorth and Center Cemetery 150.00
$300.00
Sinking fund 1,408.80
Highway notes 900.00
Cochituate schoolhouse bonds 1,500.00
Total $36,482.60
The above appropriations are recommended in addition
to such balances as appears on the Treasurer's books unex-
pended from last year's appropriations.
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The Finance Committee respectfully recommend that
the sum of two hundred and twenty dollars (220) be trans-
ferred from water rates to pay interest on water bonds.
Also that the money for removing snow be drawn from
revenue account.
Also that all town insurance be drawn from revenue ac-
count.
Also that the overdrafts for last year, amounting to six
thousand and two dollars and twenty-six cents ($6,002.26),
and interest charges for present municipal year, be charged
to revenue account.
PAUL T. DRAPER, Chairman,
WILLIAM N. SUPPLE,
JACOB REEVES,
ERNEST F. LAWRENCE,
WILLIAM S. LOVELL, Clerk.
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Overseers of the Poor
Wayland, March i, 191 3.
The overseers of the poor during the past year visited
their charges as required by law, both at Worcester and
outside, and submit the following report
:
At Franciscan Home, Worcester, Mass., for
board, medical attendance and
clothing" $^02.^6
Having settlement in Wayland and
residing there 310.66
Mrs. Wilfred Celorier:
For board of children 156.00
City of Springfield 64.18
City of Boston 110.00
W^altham Hospital 57-75
State of Massachusetts 83-50
Town of Framingham 23.00
Board of Health 45.00
P. Perodeau 30-I3
George C. Bezanson:
Board of patient 30.00
Tudor Press
:
Stationery 10.00
Daniel Brackett
:
Services 25.00
P. S. Ide, M. D.:
Services 9-50
Salaries and expenses 161.35
$1,418.63
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Appropriation $1,200.00
Salaries 150.00
Reimbursed 59-00
Returned from Town of Pepperell 63.00
$1,472.00
Total appropriations, etc. $1,472.00
Total expenses 1,418.63
Balance $53.37
Respectfully submitted
,
CHARLES A. BENSON, Chairman,
T. W. FROST,
STEPHEN CORMIER.
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Auditor's Report
Wayland, Mass., March 10, 1913.
The accounts of the financial officials have been audited
and found correct.
The financial statement to the State Bureau of Statis-
tics has been compiled and forwarded, as required by law.
JAMES H. CARROLL,
Town Auditor.
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Assessors' Report
Valuation of real estate April I, 1912 $1,917,960.00
Valuation of personal estate April 1, 1912 1,259,120.00
Total valuation $3,177,080.00
Valuation of real estate April 1, 191 1 $1,918,500.00
Valuation of personal estate April 1, 191 1 963,059.00
Total valuation $2,881,559.00
Increase $295,521.00
Taxes assessed for town purposes $39>3 I 7-36
State tax (regular) 4,000.00
State highway tax 129.00
County tax 2,201.53
Overlayings 147-24
Excise tax 645.32
Additional assessments 645-55
Polls assessed April 1, 1912 658
Polls assessed April 1, 191 1 624
Number of persons assessed 1,016
Number of residents assessed on prop-
erty 444
Number of non-residents assessed on
property 134
Total number assessed on property 658
Total number assessed on polls only 413
Total value of land $783,470.00
Total value of buildings 1,134,490.00
Value of church property 45,540.00
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Number of horses assessed 294
Number of cows assessed 552
Number of neat cattle other than cows 66
\ i i -t vyi Kar o t curingIMUUlUCl Ul bWlIlC hTAU1U
Number of fowls 1,160
Number of dwelling houses 507
^NUIIIUCI Ul dtlcb Ul IdllCl 9>o°5
X\.dl,C Ul IdXdllUll, lyi^I Cpl4>UU
XvdlC Ul IdAdUUIl, 1^11
laXCb rlDaica
For the year 1898
For the year 1899
For the year 1900
For the year 1901
For the year 1902
For the year 1903
For the year 1904
For the year 1905
For the year 1906 $31.89
For the year 1907 35.59
For the year 1908 24.41
For the year 1909 59.00
For the year 1910 252.88
For the year 191
1
414-15
For the year 19 12 3,421.73
DANIEL BRACKETT,
NATHANIEL R. GERALD,
ALFRED A. CARTER,
Assessors of Wayland.
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Report of Tax Collector
Statements showing the transactions of this depart-
ment for the fiscal year are printed herewith :
Tax of 1912.
State tax $4,000.00
State highway tax 129.00
County tax 2,201.53
Town tax 39>3 x 7-36
Overlayings 147.24
Additional taxes 609.00
Excise tax 645.32
$47,049.45
Collected and paid to Treasurer $35,932.60
Excise tax paid to Treasurer 645.32
Abated taxes 3.421.73
Balance uncollected, Mar. 1, 1913 7,049.80
$47,049.45
Collections on Taxes of Previous Years
1906 Tax
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1912) $72.80
Abated 31-89
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1913) $40.91
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1907 Tax
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1912) $61.57
Abated $35.59
Collected 3.92
Abated $ 252.88
Collected 1,295.30
39-5
1
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1913) $22.06
1908 Tax
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1912) $9445
Abated $24.41
Collected 55-o8
' 79-49
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1913) $14.96
1909 Tax
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1912) $1,028.77
Abated $59-QO
Collected 891.69
950.69
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1913) $78.08
1910 Tax
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1912) $1,692.93
Additional assessments 6.80
'i
5699-73
1,548.18
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1913) $151.55
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191 i Tax
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1912) $10,816.63
Additional assessments 7.75
Abated $ 414.15
Collected 8,488.23
$10,824.38
8,902.38
Balance uncollected (Mar. 1, 1913) $1,922.00
Interest Account
Interest has been received and applied on taxes as
follows :
—
1907 $8.90
1908 8.48
1909 127.92
1910 88.24
191 1 362.57
1912 115-69
Total $711.80
Gypsy Moth Account
191 1 Tax
Balance uncollected Mar. 1, 1912 $130.50
Received during year 97-75
Balance due $32.75
1912 Tax
Total assessment 622.25
Received during year 475-75
Balance due $146.50
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Total taxes collected (1906- 19 12) from Mar. I,
1912 to Mar. 1, 1913 $47,885.64
Total taxes uncollected (1906-1911) on Mar. 1,
1912 13,767.15
Total taxes uncollected (1906-1912) on Mar. 1,
1913 9,379-96
Net gain for year $4,387.19
I, herewith, append a list of taxes unpaid at the time of
going to press. This includes delinquents living in Way-
land and Cochituate only. There is nothing new or ques-
tionable in publishing such a list in a local report, and it is
inserted at this time in conformity with a notice printed
upon the tax bills when issued last September, and upon
general recommendations from the Tax Commissioner's
office.
A town, like any business, needs money sufficient to
meet its capacity and consequently thrives better on quick-
ly served cash than on a steady diet of long prepared notes.
An effort to encourage the tax-payers to make more prompt
and businesslike returns to the town was the father of this
plan, and its purport is not fundamentally to "expose*' any
individual.
In your collector's opinion, this policy should be con-
tinued for an indefinite time as one means to the desired
end. It has shown its merits this first year, notwithstand-
ing the somewhat elongated list that follows. I earnestly
recommend that my successor adopt such a system as the
best method of felicitating payments outside of the hurried
recourse to the Statutes. There ought to be no need of the
hand of the law in the collection of any assessment in the
Town of Wayland. At the time this copy was handed to
the printer you are twenty-five hundred dollars ahead of
your payments of a year ago. Let your next Collector be
able to double this figure in March, 19 14.
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LIST OF UNPAID TAXES, MARCH i, 1913.
1912 1911 1910 1909
Adams, Stephen, $2 . 00
Addy, Alfred, 2.00
Bain, David, 2.00
Baldwin, Lyman, 2 . 00 $7 . 27 $3 . 70
Bennett, Edward M:, 30 . 00
Clara E., 25.20 27.90
Bent Myron, W., 10 . 40
" Thos. D., 38.40
Berriot, Edward, 2.00
Blanchard, Wm„ 2.00
Bolles, Thos., 2 .00
Bonret, N. N. D., 2 .00 2 .00
Bryant, Thos., 12.50
BrVden, Sam'ID., 114.73
Billiard, Wm. and Joseph, 23 . 80
WfflardA. (Est.), 805.39
Butterfield, Mary, 7 .00
Chas.B., 2.00
Brainard, Jas. J., - 00
Carroll, Marv A., 86.80
Richard 2.00
Celorier, Frank X., 2.00
" Edgar F., 2.00
Champegni, Louis, Jr., 2 00 2 00
Clark, Abigail, Heirs, 8.40
Churchill, Russell I., 16.00
Coakley, Chas. E., 2.00
Matthew, 2.00
Collins, Danl J., 2.00 2.00
Cook, Chas. A., 72.00 79.50 2.68
( ormier, Doler, 2 00
Mathilde, 13.65
Albert, 2.00
Cruise, Richard , 2 00
Craig, Harry W., 2.00
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i 9 1 2 191 i 1910 1909
Damon, Isaac,
Dean, Roscoe,
" Adeline P. (Devisees),
" Ellen F., Heirs,
" Jas. O.,
" Margaret,
Desmond, Michael,
Dolan, John E.,
Donahue, John W.,
" T.,
Dowey, Thos J.,
Doran, M. J.,
" Jennie A.,
Dudley, Clarence H. (Est.),
Dwight, Geo. E.,
John F. Jr.,
206 . 96
2.70
78.
42.
4.
70
60
80
16.40
2 . 00
28.80
2.00
2.00
2.00
3.26
44.80
86.10
24.40
2.00
220
. 50
0.78
7.81
$46.06 (bal.)
Ellms, Chas. W.,
Erwin, John J.,
" Heirs, Jane
Fairbanks, Sam 'I C
Fiske, Geo. B.,
m
' Chas. L.,
Fish, Geo. L.,
Foley, Daniel J.,
Francis Russell
Fullick, Geo. Vs
.,
Chas. L.,
Wm.M,
Garfield, Wm. F.,
Gay, Chas. H.,
Gladu, Jos.,
Grant, Lewis J.,
Greaves, Evelyn,
Griffin, Horatio,
Walter L.
Noble C,
Arabella
27.90
87.42
99 . 95
4
2
2
47
3
2
2
2
145
40
2
23
22
47
2
2
358
.80
.98
.00
.42
.19
.00
.00
.00
.85
. 55
.00
00
80(bal.)
25
00
00
80
3.09
51.05
76.26 (bal.)
47.32 (bal.)
5.00(bal.)
$4
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1912
Graham, Fred X., 2 .00
Hamilton, John, 5 .64
Harris, Horatio, 31 .40
Hannon, Frank P., 2 .00
Harrington, C. H.,
Geo. F., Jr.,
2 49
2
.
00
Harvender, L. W., 2 00
Haynes, Howard C, 25 . 10
TT' 1 1 /""I "ITTHiddon, Geo. \\ .. 2 .00
TT 11' i.1 / 1 TTHollmgsworth, C H., 2 .00
TT TT * mlHove, Heirs, llios., 25 20
TT A r * 1 1Hynes, JMichaei, 89 64
" Thos. L., 54 97
Ide, PhillipS., 2 00
" Minnie M., 61 20
Imminck, F. P., 2 .00
Jennings, Jas. W., 2 00
Jennison, Robt. X., 31 05
Everett
Johnson, Nathan B., 85 54
Juneau, Horace, 2 00
Jones, Patrick S., 2 00
Kein, Harry G., 3 96
La France, Jos., 2 00
1 'itntir 1 nnrlps Xl^tHUUl, VllClIlvT.^ ^ A . 2 00
,,
Frank, 2 00
Lee, Maria P. (Exex), 70 .00
" Harry D., 11 .80
" Everett G., 4 80
Lemoine, A. A., 2 00
Loker, Chas. W., 29 90
Loker, Edgar B., 77 25
" Wm. A., 2 00
Lovely, Louis, 2 00
Magri, Iro., 2 00
1911 1910 1909
2 . 00
2.00
2.00
2.59
00
2.00
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1912
Maloney, JM. J., 24 . 30
Dan 1, 2 .00
Mahr, Ueo. r
.,
2 . 00
Marston, Geo. r
.,
30 .80
< < TITWarren, o 00
"\ | ill XT 1 „Matthew, iNeison, v o
~
60
* ' "ATMary, 10 70 (bal.)
Charles,
Massie, John C, 2 00
Maud, Wm. H., 16 00
Louis C, 17 10
McEnroy, Chas., 2. 00
John, 2. 00
A 1 1 1 / \ 1 1 o 1 j~\ A 1 o ri'o'iolYicjLfoiidiu, ivxag^ic, 53. 90
IVxLJT dl LULL, XXll^Il, 2. 00
Moore, Fred'k, 9. 00
Morrell, Edith A., 279.36 (bal.)
Moulton, Sarah A., 30 .80
Fred'k A., 2 .00
Murphy, Michael E., 2 .00
iNeale, \v m. i_
.,
26 .50
Nickerson, Leslie C, 3 .68
Norris, Andrew A., 2 .00
" Carrie L.j 28 .40
rPQ nnru' ( (iqc IJ. CctMULl y , v llttS X ., 2 .00
Perry, Herbert E., 2 .00
Pettigrew, Henry F., 18 .80
Phylis, Geo., 35 .11
Pierce, S. B., 2 .00
Poole, Henry B., 21 .18
Pollard, Herman W., 2 .00
Porter, R. P., 20 .90
Pousland, Frank W., 61 .90
Pratt, John H., 2 .00
Randolph, Cornelius, 2 .00
Walter E., 2 .00
Read, Wm. 2nd., 128 .00
Reeves, Edgar F., 2 .00
1911 1910 1909
00
7.70
2.78 2.34 3.38
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1912 1911 1910 1909
Beeves, Edgar (Exec), 129.15 142.99
Henry, Heirs, 52.70
Richardson, Geo., 52.26
Roesbeck, Oscar 2.00
Rowan, J. J., 90.70 (bal.) 36.60 (bal.)
Russell, Sam'l, 85.86
" Arthur, 2.00
" James, 2.00
Savers, Edmund, 2.00
Sawyer, W. G., 2 .00
Saunders, Wm. B., 2.00
Sherman, Allan B., 121 . 98
Small, E. W., 108 .05
" Mabel, T. S., 88.20(bal.)
" Jas.H., 2.00
" Nellie A., 25.90
Smith, Jesse W., 2.00 2 .00
" Jos. A., 2.00
" Wallace, 2.00
" HoraceS., 2.00
Spicer, Emerson, 2 00
Sullivan, Wm. G., 2.00
Stevens, Judson H., 3 . 16 1.02
Thomas, F.R., 2 .00
Tyrrell, M. D., 2 .00
Tyson, Geo. (Trustee), 70 . 00
Virgie, Elizabeth, 25 . 20
Wavland Countrv Club, 8 65
Ward,Thos.D., 16.00
"
k
' J. 40.01
" Michael, 2.00
Webster, WalterS., 31.50
Wheeler, Wm., 61.43
White, F. P., 58.80
Whittier,ChasK., 4.94
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1912 1911 1910 1909
Wright, John C, 6 .20
Williams, Jas. A., 2 .00
Woodworth, John M. 9 23 .00
Yetton, Ralph N. 2 .00
Zimmerman, Peter, 4 ,24
Zoller, Waldo, 59. 68
Any error of name or amount will be corrected in public print upon
notification.
I. A. PRIEST,
Tax Collector.
Si
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Selectmen's Report.
The regular appointments have been made as required by
law : They appear in the list of town officials.
Lighting—Additional street lights have been placed as
follows: Gleason Road i, French Avenue i.
A ten-year contract was made with the Edison Co. as per
vote of town.
Sidewalks—The gravel sidewalk on West Plain Street
was built under the supervision of the Highway Surveyor.
The concrete walk in front of the Town Hall was contracted
to L. F. Gould of South Framingham. There was also con-
siderable repairing done by Mr. Gould both in Wayland
Centre and Cochituate.
Grade Crossing—A new order was secured and served on
the Boston & Maine R. R. Co., and the Massachusetts High-
way Commission, in regard to the elimination of the grade
crossing on State Road known as Russell's crossing. It is
expected that there will be a hearing on said petition at an
early date.
Concord Road—The work on this road has been carried
on through the Winter months as per vote on the special
meeting of December 17. s
Cochituate Road—The work on this road was started in
October. Unfortunately the plans were late in arriving, and
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as it was difficult to obtain crushed stone of the proper size it
was very hard to have this road completed before the weather
was too cold but it was finally completed and is in first-class
condition. We hope to see a continuation of rebuilding this
road in the near future.
JAMES H. LEE,
THOMAS F. MAHONY,
XAPOLEON PERODEAU.
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State Aid
There has been paid out during the year beginning March
I, 1912, and ending March 1, 1913, $667.00.
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List of Jurors for 1913
Lawrence H. McManus Blacksmith
Lewis W. Grant Carpenter
Patrick Xolan Farmer
Alfred A. Carter Real Estate
Daniel D. Griffin Farmer
Isaac Damon Farmer
Walter F. Evans Laborer
Thos. L. Hynes Farmer
John E. Dolan Farmer
Michael W. Hynes Farmer
Walter F. Smith Painter
Ernest F. Lawrence Farmer
Joseph W. Zimmerman Clerk
Napoleon Perodeau Grocer
Henry P. Sherman Brakeman
Frank J. Bigwood Shoemaker
John F. Burke Carpenter
John M. Woodworth Motorman
Felix Noel Shoemaker
Wm. C. Neal * Farmer
Alfred C. Loker Shoemaker
James Linnehan Carpenter
Edwin Egan Farmer
Geo. S. Sumpter Shoemaker
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Delphis Lacouture Shoemaker
James E. Ferguson Grocer
Frank C. Remick Retired
Patrick D. Gorham Shoemaker
Marcus M. Fiske Farmer
Wm. H. Bond Shoemaker
John B. Yeager Shoemaker
Herbert K. Ranney Teamster
James I. Bryden Farmer
Alexander Sauer Farmer
Edward Dorsheimer Shoemaker
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Treasurer's Report
SCHEDULE I
Consolidated Cash Statement
Cash balance March i, 1912 $4,686.81
Total receipts (per Schedule II) 90,646.04
$95,332.85
Total payments (per Schedule III) 90,497.46
Cash balance February 28, 1913 4,835. 39
Schedule II.
March 13. W. S. Draper, Clerk, P. M. Lee Fund $100.00
March 16. Int. on bank deposit, revenue 11.41
March 16. C. B. & O. bond interest, Allen Fund
income 20.00
March 23. F. E. Yeager, revenue, insurance 37. 14
March 27. C. S. Williams, Clerk, Water Dept. 90.50
March 27. J. N. Moore, Moth Dept. 45.00
March 29. I. A. Priest, Collector, Tax 191 1 767.29
March 29. I. A. Priest, Collector, Tax 1910 8.80
March 29. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191 1 1652
March 29. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 .70
April 12. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1911 188.12
April 12. I. A. Priest Coll., Tax 1910 52.36
April 12. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191 1 4.25
April 12. I. H. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 1.56
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April 30. Int. on deposit, revenue 6.74
May 2. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191
1
320.42
May 2. I. A. Priest, Coll. Int. on Tax 191
1
11.48
May 2. I. A. Priest, Coll., Moth Tax 191
1
I3-50
May 4- Dolor Cormier, hall rent 24.00
May 4- Xatick National Bank, tax note No. 6 5,000.00
May 8. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 35-83
May 8. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 3417
May 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 2.00
May 10. 1. A. Priest, Coll.. Tax 191
1
210.34
May 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 .16
May 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1911 6.17
May 10. C. S. Williams, Clerk, Water Dept. 83-/0
May 13- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 .04
May 14- D. B. Heard, Moth Dept. 150.00
May 22. El F. Lemoine, weights and measures •15
June 1. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191
1
700.00
June 1. Int. on deposit, reA renue 4.04
June 6. Loring, Tolman & Tupper, tax
note, No. 7 5,000.00
June 6. Loring, Tolman & Tupper, tax note
No. 8 10,000.00
June 8. City of Boston, schools 6.00
June 24. P. M. Johnson, E. R. Johnson Fund 100.00
J une 26. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191
1
T T4.5O
June 26. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 2.00
1 une 26. I. A. Priest, Coll., Moth Tax 191
1
6.00
June 26. I. A. Priest. Coll., Int. on Tax 191
1
10.27
J une 26. I. A. Priest, Coll.. Int. on Tax 1909 .12
July 1. Int. on deposit, revenue i-55
July 1. E. H. Sears, Moth Dept. 73.62
July 1. So. Middlesex Court, revenue 5-88
July 3- C. S. Williams, Clerk, Water Dept. 237-99
July 3- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191
1
M3-73
July 3- 1. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191
1
4-55
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July 5. I. A. Priest, Coll.. Int. 011 Tax 1910 .40
July 5« I. A. Piiest. Coll.. Tax 1910 4.00
July 5- D. J. Graham. Supt., Moth Dept. 78.20
July 5- State Treasurer, tax note Xo. 9 5,000.00
July 10. State Treasurer, Highway Com.. Moth
Dept. 6i-7 5
July 12. Town of Pepperell. Poor Dept. 63.00
July 13- D. J. Graham, Supt., Moth Dept. 40.40
July 13- I. A. Priest. Coll.. Tax 191
1
183.52
July I3* I. A. Priest. Coll., Int. on Tax 191
1
8.46
July l3' I. A. Priest, Coll.. Moth Tax 191
1
3-50
July C. S. Williams. Clerk. Water Dept. 121.50
July 20. I. A. Priest. Coll., Tax 191 181.64
July 20. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191
1
9-94
July 22. C. S. Williams, Clerk, Water Dept. 48.00
July 2 5- W. S. Draper, Clerk. Cemeteries 50.00
July 29. I. A. Priest. Coll., Tax 1910 4.00
July 29. I. A. Priest. Coll., Tax 191 261.33
July 29. I. A. Priest. Coll.. Moth -Tax 191 4.50
July 29. I. A. Priest. Coll.. Int. on Tax 1910 .40
July 29. I. A. Priest. Coll., Int. on Tax 1911 5-46
July 3i- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 i;-3 f3
July 3~* I. A. Priest. Coll., Tax 1911 855.79
July 3i- I. A. Priest. Coll.. Int. on Tax 1910 1. 10
July 3i- I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191
1
22.95
July 3 1 - Int. on deposit, revenue 16.34
Aug. 6. C. S. Williams. Clerk. Water Dept. 158.30
Aug. 9- C. S. Williams. Clerk. Water Dept. 71.50
Aug. 10. I. A. Priest. Coll.. Tax 191 100.00
Aug'. I. A. Priest. Coll.. Tax 191 290.94
July I. A. Priest. Coll.. Tax 1910 54-17
Aug-. *7- I. A. Priest. Coll.. Moth Tax 9-75
Aug". *7- I. A. Priest. Coll.. Int. on Tax 191
1
27.2S
Aug. 26. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax iqio 3-40
Aug. 26. I. A. Priest. Coll.. Tax 191
1
1 48.29
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Aug. 26. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. 011 Tax 1911 2.68
Aug. 30- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 12.92
Aug. 30. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1912 48350
Aug. 30. I. A. Priest. Coll., Tax 191
1
69-34
Aug. 30. I. A. Priest, Coll.. Tax 1910 31.90
Aug. 30. I. A. Priest, Coll.. Int. on Tax 191
1
5.98
Aug. 30- I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 2-77
Aug. 3i- Int. on deposit, revenue 14.92
Sept. 5- C. S. Williams. Clerk. Water Dept.
Sept. 6. I. A. Priest. Coll., Tax 1909
Sept. 6. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191
0
24.89
Sept. 6. I. A. Priest. Coll.. Tax 191
1
131.84
Sept. 6. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1912 4I3-29
Sept. 6. I. A. Priest. Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 1.00
Sept. 6. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1911 6.78
Sept. 7- I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191
1
7.08
Sept. 7 • I. A. Priest, Coll., Interest on Tax 1910 26.70
Sept. 7- I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1909 38.89
Sept. 7- I. A. Priest; Coll., Tax 1911 123.06
Sept. 7- I. A. Priest. Coll.. Tax 1 910 246.08
Sept. 7- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 226.30
Sept. 10. B. & A. R. R. Bond Int., Loker Fund In-
come 40.00
Sept. 10. C. B. & O. R. R. Bond Int., Allen Fund
Income 20.00
Sept. 12. C. S. Williams, Clerk. Water Dept. I37-H
Sept. 12. I. A. Priest. Coll., Tax 1909 348.00
Sept. 12. I. A. Priest, Coll.. Tax 1910 115.00
Sept. 12. I. A. Priest. Coll. Tax 1911 423QO
Sept. 12. I. A. Priest. Coll. Tax 1912 465.88
Sept. 12. I. A. Priest, Coll. Int. on Tax 1909 61.40
Sept. 12. I. A. Priest, Coll. Int. on Tax 191
1
15-13
Sept. 20. I. A. Priest, Coll. Tax 1912 500.00
Sept. 28. I. A. Priest. Coll. Tax 191
1
377-8i
Sept. 28. I. A. Priest. Coll. Tax 1910 79-32
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Sept. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 72-95
Sept. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1908 17.00
Sept. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1912 3,418.87
Sept. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., hit on Tax 191
1
19-43
Sept. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 8.36
Sept. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1909 5.80
Sept. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1908 3.66
Oct. 1. Int. on deposit, revenue 3-39
Oct. 1. So. Middlesex Dist. Court, revenue 69.87
Oct. 1. W. S. Draper, Clerk, Cemeteries 10.00
Oct. 3- C. S. Williams, Clerk, W ater Dept. 1 12.50
Oct. 7- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1912 15,000.00
Oct. 7- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 6.00
Oct. 7- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 3I3-74
Oct. 7- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191
1
89.11
Oct. /• I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1909 .90
Oct. 7- I. A. Priest, Coll.. Int. on Tax 1910 30.82
Oct. 7- I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191
1
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll.. Tax 1912 4,482.52
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191 390-94
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 4.00
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 2.87
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1908 18.01
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1907 3-89
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Moth Tax 191
1
24.50
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1912 •13
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191 18.50
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 •44
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1909 .36
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1908 4-24
Oct. 19. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1907 8.90
Oct. 22. D. J. Graham, Supt.. Moth Dept. 7.20
Oct. 24- C. S. Williams, Clerk, Water Dept. 512.66
Nov. 7- Dolor Cormier, Hall Rent 56.00
Nov. 7- State Treasurer, Moth Dept. 327.22
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Nov. 7' County Treasurer, Concord Road 1-052.95
Nov. 12. 1. A. Priest. Coll., Tax 1908
Nov. 12. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 78.50
Nov. 12. 1. A. Priest, Coll.. Tax 1910 86.24
Nov. 12. I. A. Priest, Coll.. Tax 191
1
194.40
Nov. 12. I. A. Priest. Coll.. Tax 1912 2,486.66
Nov. 12. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1908 .40
Nov. 12. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 •44
Nov. 12. I. A. Priest, Coll.. Int. on Tax 191
1
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Nov. 12. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1912 i-74
Nov. 16. State Treasurer, Corporation Tax 3,297-57
Nov. 16. State Treasurer, Corporation Tax 12.98
Nov. 16. State Treasurer, National Bank Tax 1,200.14
Nov. 16. State Treasurer, State Aid 712.00
Nov. 16. State Treasurer, Burial Soldiers 37.00
Nov. 16. State Treasurer, St. Railway 30905
Nov. 16. State Treasurer, Tuition of Children 30746
Nov. 19. Int. on Deposit, Revenue 19.03
Nov. 20. Chm. Joint School Com., Schools 520.83
Nov. 27- B. & A. R. R. Bond Int., Loker Fd. Income 40.00
Nov. 27. W. S. Draper, Clerk, Edwin Gale Fund 100.00
Nov. 27- Xatick 5c Savings Bank, Cemetery Funds
:
Draper Fund Interest 4.04
Heard Fund Interest 4.04
Jackson Fund Interest 4.04
Moore Fund Interest 12.12
Reeves Fund Interest 4.04
Rice Fund Interest 4.04
Roby Fund Interest 16.16
Page Fund Interest 2.02
Frost Fund Interest 4.04
Thomas Fund Interest 4.04
Russell Fund Interest 4.04
Parsons Fund Interest 8.08
Lovejoy Fund Interest 8.08
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Lee Fund Interest 2.00
Johnson Fund Interest 1.00
Dec. 2. C. S. Williams, Clerk, Water Dept. 1 54.07
Dec. 2. Hinds & Xoble, Schools 10.00
Dec. 4. Dolor Cormier, Hall Rent 36.00
Dec. 5. State Treasurer, Corporation Tax .94
Dec. 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1908 2.90
Dec. 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 54-57
Dec. 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191 1 367.05
Dec. 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1912 1,345.71
Dec. 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Moth Tax 1912 347-75
Dec. 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191 1 21.61
Dec. 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1912 I2
-35
Dec. 10. I. A. Priest, Coll., St. Ry. Excise Tax 1912 645.32
Dec. 21. State Treasurer, Cochituate Road 1,500.00
Dec. 30. Overseers of Poor, Poor Dept. 50.00
1913
Jan. 1. Int. on Deposit, Revenue !3-28
Jan. 1. So. Middlesex Dist. Court, Revenue 11.22
Jan. 1. State Treasurer, Moth. Dept. 383.7 1
Jan. 6. C. S. Williams, Clerk, Water Dept. 186.08
Jan. 14. W. S. Draper, Clerk, Cemeteries 40.00
Jan. 18. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1912 3,957.12
Jan. 18. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191 1 226.83
Jan. 18. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 67.80
Jan. 18. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 12.18
Jan. 18. I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1908 2.81
Jan. 18. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1912 49-92
Jan. 18. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191 1 9.25
Jan. 18. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 .20
Jan. 18. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1908 .18
Jan. 18. Natick Five Cents Savings Bank,
Concord Road Note Xo. 10 500.00
Jan. 18. Xatick Five Cents Savings Bank,
Concord Road Xote X'o. 11 500.00
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Jan. 18. Natick Five Cents Sav. Bk., Accrued Int. 2.00
Jan. 20. Dolor Cormier, Hall Rent 40.00
Jan. 23- W. S. Draper, Clerk, Cemeteries 80.00
Jan. 27. Town of Natick, Schools 19.00
Feb. 1. Int. on Deposit, Revenue I3-64
Feb. 1. County Treasurer, Dog Licenses 306.12
Feb. 1. Franklin Sav. Bank, Donation Fund Int. 49.19
Feb. 3- C. S. Williams, Clerk, Water Dept. 280.05
Feb. 3- C. S. Williams, Clerk, WTater Dept. 10.00
Feb. 5- W. S. Draper, Clerk, Cemeteries 10.00
Feb. 5- H. E. Carson, Chairman, Schools 8.00
Feb. 6. Dolor Cormier, Hall Rent 12.00
Feb. 10. D. J. Graham, Supt., Moth Dept. 100.00
Feb. i/- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1907 •03
Feb. i/- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 12. 1
1
Feb. i/- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 2.00
Feb. i/- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 191
1
989.79
Feb. i/- I. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1912 2,154.60
Feb. i7- I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1909 2.00
Feb. 17- I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 .20
Feb. 17- I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191
1
62.49
Feb. 17. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1912
Feb. 24. W. B. Flenderson, Treas., E. E. Draper
Fund Int. 18.91
Feb. 24- W. B. Henderson, Treas., Jas. Draper
Fund Int. 24.11
Feb. 27- A. S. Lyons, Engineer, Fire Dept. 7-31
Feb. 28. Jos. M. Moore, Weights and Measures 16.85
Feb. 28. C. A. Benson, Scales 14.17
Feb. 28. Overseers of Poor, Poor Dept. 9.00
Feb. 28. Dolor Cormier, Hall Rent 13.00
Feb. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Moth Tax 1912 128.00
Jan. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Moth Tax 191
1
36.00
Feb. 28. T. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1912 1,224.45
Feb. 28. f. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1911 638.25
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Feb. 28. [. A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1910 79.98
Feb. 28. F A. Priest, Coll., Tax 1909 94-39
Feb. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1912 19.90
Feb. 28. F A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 191
1
60.52
Feb. 28. I. A. Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1910 9-59
ret). 20. I. A Priest, Coll., Int. on Tax 1909 i8.40
Feb. 28. C. S. Williams, Clerk, Water Dept. 752.53
Feb. 28. E. I. Clark, Scales 9 55
Feb. 28. Natick Five Cents Savings Bank.
Concord Road Note No. 14 500.00
Feb. 28. Xatick Five Cents Savings Bank,
Concord Road Note No. 15 500.00
Total Receipts $90,646.04
SCHEDULE III
TREASURER'S PAYMENTS BY DEPARTMENTS
Agency Payments :
Taxes to County $2,201.53
Taxes to State 4,303.71
$6,505.24
Town Administration :
Salaries $1,956.50
Incidentals 1,195.45
Insurance and Bonds (Revenue) 245.33
Protection Life and Property
:
Police $858.46
Fire Dept.
.
922.22
Hydrants 384.00
Weights and Measures 62.08
Moth Dept. 3'398-35
3.397-28
5^25.11
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Town of Waylaxd
Health
:
Board of Health $183.46
Inspection of Animals . . 85.00
268.46
Highways and Bridges:
Repairs $3,297.70
Bridges 585.75
Concord Road 3,158.85
Concord Road 1,545.21
Cochituate Road 2,918.01
Sidewalks 44I-I9
Snow (Revenue) 34. 10
11,980.81
Street Lighting 2,123.95
Charities
:
Support of Poor $1,432 38
Overseers of Poor, salaries 150.00
Poor Funds Income l 73-04
1,75542
Soldiers' Benefits
:
State Aid $677.00
Soldiers' Relief 407.96
1,084.96
Education 18,353.82
Library and Reading Room :
To Trustees $1,753.06
Funds Income 110.00
1,863.06
Memorial Day 120.13
Water Dept.
:
Maintenance 2,019.55
Sinking Fund 566-33
Cemeteries 610.35
Revenue 300.00
Interest 3,964.19
Sinking Fund 1,408.80
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Town Indebtedness
:
Tax Notes Paid $25,000.00
Water Xote Paid 500.00
Highway Xote Paid 400.00
School Bonds Paid 1.500.00
Cemetery Funds (For Investment) S 300.00
Library Funds (For Investment) 1.000.00
27.400.00
1,300.00
Total Payments $90,497.46
1912
Tax Notes Account
Money Borrowed in Anticipation of Taxes
March 1. Xotes Outstanding (X'os. 3-4)
May 4- Natick Xational Bank, Xote Xo. 6,
(1 year at 4 per cent.)
June 1. Loring-, Tolman & Tupper. Xote
No. 7, (8 mos. at 3.85 per cent.)
June 1. Loring, Tolman & Tupper, Xote
No. 8, (1 year at 3.85 per cent.)
July 1. State Treasurer, Xote Xo. 9,
(1 year at 4 per cent.)
M 5,000.00
5.OOO.OO
5.OOO.OO
IO.OOO.OO
5.OOO.OO
Notes Paid
June 1. Xote X"o. 3 Sio.000.00
July 1. Xote Xo. 4 5,000.00
Nov. 4- Xote No. 6 5.000.00
1913
Feb. 1. Xote Xo. 7 5.000.00
Feb. 28 Xotes (Xos. 8-9) outstanding 15.000.00
Xote Xo. 5 1^Water note), S500.00. was paid from Water
Dept. earnings. July 1. 1912.
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Interest Account
:
On S42.000.00 Town Bonds at 4 per cent. $1,680.00
On $11,000.00 Water Bonds at 4 per cent. 440.00
On $500.00 Water Xote at 4 per cent. 20.00
On $800.00 Highway Notes at 4 per cent. 32.00
On $24,500.00 School House Bonds at 4 per cent. 980.00
On $25,000.00 Tax Notes 812.19
On Si,000.00 Library Xote 50.00
S4.014.19
Revenue Account
(Contingent Fund)
Receipts
:
Interest on bank deposit $106.34
Public Scales . 23.72
District court 86.97
Corporation tax (net) 3,205.13
National bank ( net) 1,131.79
Street railway tax 3°9-°5
State aid 712.00
Burial soldiers 37-00
Insurance refund 37 T4
Additional assessments 645.55
Unexpended Balance of Appropriations
:
Pond St. sidewalk 26.14
Grange Hall sidewalk J 6-75
Main Street 51.17
High school water supply 33-55
Water works extension 5.07
Unexpended balance last year 3,827.83
$10,255.20
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Payments
:
Overdrawn accounts last year
State aid
Removal snow
Insurance
Bonds
M. W. Hynes (vote)
Transferred to interest account
Balance March i, 1913
$2,260.45
677.00
34- 10
178.33
67.00
300.00
3,554-19
3> l84-i3
$10,255.20
Notes and Bonds Outstanding
42 Town bonds, due Mar. 1, 1919, at 4 per cent. $42,000.00
11 Water bonds, due Aug. 1, 1913, at 4 per cent. 11,000.00
18 School bonds, due Nov. 1, annually at 4 per ct. 18,000.00
10 School bonds, due Nov. 1, annually at 4 per ct. 5,000.00
1 Highway note, due Dec. 15, 1913, at 4 per cent 400.00
1 Highway note ,due Jan. 1, 19 14, at 4 per cent. 500.00
1 Highway note, due Jan. 1, 191 5, at 4 per cent. 500.00
1 Highway note, due Jan. 1, 1916, at 4 per cent. 500.00
I Highway note, due Jan. 1, 191 7, at 4 per cent. 500.00
1 Tax note (No. 8), due June 1, 1913, at 3.85
per cent. 10,000.00
1 Tax note (No. 9), due July 1, 1913, at 4 per cent. 5.000.00
Total $93,400.00
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Town of Wayland
Cemetery Trust Funds
Deposited in Natick Five Cents Savings Bank at 4 Per Cent.
E. L. Moore Fund $300.00
Jackson Fund 100.00
D. B. Heard Fund 100.00
W. S. Draper Fund 100.00
Henry Reeves Fund 100.00
Calvin Rice Fund 100.00
Rob}- Fund 400.00
A. M. Page Fund 50.00
E. R. Frost Fund 100.00
L. B. Thomas Fund 100.00
A. M. Lovejoy Fund 200.00
Parson Fund 200.00
J. M. Russell Fund 100.00
P. M. Lee Fund 100.00
E. R. Johnson Fund 100.00
Edwin Gale Fund 100.00
82.2^0.00
Poor Trust Funds
Donation Fund, in Franklin Sav. Bk., at 4 per cent. $1,300.00
Allen Fund, in C. B. & O. Bond (Reg.), at
4 per cent. 1,000.00
Loker Fund., in B. & A. R. R. Bonds (Reg.)
at 4 per cent. 2.000.00
$4,300.00
Library Funds
Invested by Library Trustees
:
C. H. Draper Fund $5,000.00
Cynthia Roby Fund
Childs Fund 100.00
Treasurer's Report
Invested by Sinking Fund Commissioners:
E. E. Draper Fund $500.00
Jas. Draper Fund 500.00
G. C. Draper Fund 1,000.00
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Trial Balance
Dr. Cr.
Revenue $3,184.13
Abatement of taxes $3,292.41
Salaries 21.50
Police , 358.46
Incidentals 78.84
Fire Dept., Cochituate 76.41
Fire Dept., Wayland 1417
Weights and Measures 5.53
Board of Health 3346
Inspection of animals 65.00
Inspection of schools 100.00
Highways 344-03
Sidewalks 58.81
Main St. Wayland 81.99
Moth Dept. 194.87
Street lights 323-95
Concord road 454-79
Support of poor 39-62
Education 1,329.47
Memorial Day 20.13
Soldiers' relief 19.21
Cemeteries 222.13
L. V. Cemetery
.45
Int. on taxes 234.33
Water commissioners 136.44
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Trial Balance
Cash 4^35-39
2/5-52
40.91
22.06
Lee land
Tax 1906
Tax 1907
Tax 1908
Tax 1909
Tax 1910
Tax 191
1
Tax 1912
1,944.00
7,049.80
16,805.76
14.96
78.08
I5I-55
Investment of Trust Funds
Investment of Town Sinking Funds 27,328.92
Investment of Water Sinking Funds 11,548.43
Tax loans
Town bonds
Highway notes
Water bonds
School bonds
Cemetery Funds
Poor Funds
Library Funds
Cemetery Funds Income
Donation Fund Income 3.33
Net debt 39,522.65
15,000.00
42,000.00
2,400.00
1 1 ,000.00
23,000.00
2,250.00
4.300.00
10.255.76
172.29
$115,344.77 $115,344.77
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Appropriations for 1912
Additional Credits thereto and Payments therefrom and Balances at
end of year, Feb. 28, 1913.
ACCOUNTS APPROPRIA-
TIONS
ADDITIONAL
CREDITS
PAYMENTS OVERDRAWN BALANCE
Abatement of Taxes, $800.00 $147.24 $4,239 . 65 $3,292 .41
Salaries 1,935.00 1,956 . 50 21 50
Incidentals 1,000.00 274.29 1,195.45 78 84
Police .... 216.94 283.06 858 . 46 358 46
Fire Dept. Cochituate 800 . 00 9.69 733 . 28 76 41
" Wayland 200 . 00 3.11 188.94 14 17
Hydrants . 384 . 00 384 . 00
Weights & Measures 20.00 47.61 62.08 5 53
Board of Health . 150.00 183.46 33 46
Inspec. of Animals 150.00 85 . 00 65 00
Inspee. of Schools 50.00 50.00 100 00
Highways
. 5,000.00 1,698.27 7,042.30 344 03
Cochituate Road 1,500.00 1,500 . 00 2.918.01 81 99
Concord Road 2,000.00 1,545.21 454 79
Street Lights . 1,800.00 2,123.95 323 95
Moth Work . . . 1,152.62 2,440 . 60 3,398 . 35 194 87
Support of Poor . 1,200.00 122.00 1,432.38 39 62
Overseers of Poor 150 . 00 150.00
Education 10,UUU . uu i no j. Q ^1,UZ-* . oO 1,329.47
i^io. Heading rtoom l,l)UU . UU 1 SO f\(iloo . uo 1, / Oo . uo
-Memorial Day 100 . 00 1 OA 1 OiZv) . lo 20 13
bolaiers, Keliet 400 . 00 27 . 17 4U t .90 19 21
L. V. Cemetery 150 . 00 10 . 33 159 . 88 45
JN. «. \j. 150 . 00 22 . 51 172 . 51
sinking tuna . 1 i AO O l\1,408 . 80 i a aq OA1,-iUo . oU
Highway Note 400.00 400.00
School Bonds 1,500. 00 1,500 . 00
Spray Wagon . 600 . 00 600 . 00
Sidewalks
.
500.00 441.19 58 81
Total Appropriations 39,317.36
From Revenue:
Overdrawn Accounts $2,260.45
State Aid . . 677.00
Insurance & Bonds, 245 . 33
M. W. Hynes . 300 . 00
Interest 3,554.19
Snow Bills 34.10
$7,071.07
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Comparative Statement of Receipts
For years ending February 29-28, 1912-1913.
1912 1913
Taxes, current year $33,934-90 $35,932.60
Taxes, prior years 11,8734/ 10,734.22
Corporation tax, from state 3,326.74 3,3ii.49
National Bank tax. trom state 905-95 1,200.14
Street Railway tax, from state 369.66 309-05
$51,410.72 $51,487.50
Dog licenses, from county $215.92 $306.12
Other licenses 0 „ ~.8.00
$223.92 $306.12
Town Administration
:
Rent of hall $91.00 $181.00
Protection of Life and Property
:
Police Dept., court fines, etc. $9.87 $86.97
Fire Dept. 7-72 7-3i
Sealer weights and measures 23.62 17.00
Moth Dept., from state 1,070.14 710.93
Moth Dept., from others 194.50 556.17
Moth Dept., from Tax Coll. 170.25 573-50
$1434.83 $1,840.60
Spray wagon 600.00
$2,440.60
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1912 1913
Highways and bridges $12.90
Street railway excise tax 771.10 645-32
From state 1,54950 I,500.00
Concord road notes 2,000.00
From county 1,052.95
$2,333-50 $5,198.27
Charities
:
Overseers of Poor $15.00 $59.00
Other cities and towns i6775 63.OO
Income of Poor Trust Funds 172.00 169.I9
$354-75 $291.19
Soldiers' Benefits
:
State aid, from state $708.00 $712.00
Burial soldiers, from state 37.00 37.00
$745.00 $749.00
Education :
For superintendent, from state $375-oo
For tuition, from state $30746
i ur bd.id.ricb, iruin bLdic
For tuition, from others 36.OO 25.OO
Income of Trust Fund 8.00 8.00
Refunds, etc. 572 IO.OO
$67472 $871.29
One-half dog licenses 177.12 I53-06
$851.84 $1,024.35
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1912 I913
Libraries :
Receipts as per report of Treasurer
of Library Funds $497.16 $491.66
Public Scales $31.90 $2372
Water Department $^.467.41 $^,liq.oo
Cemeteries
:
Sale of lots, etc. $83.00 $I90.00
Income from funds 59-58 8I.78
Transfer from interest account 20.00
$162.58 $271.78
Interest
:
On Treasurer's bank deposits $122.15 $106.34
On taxes 546.98 7II.80
$669.13 $8l8.I4
Transfers to Interest
:
From Water Commissioners $480.00 $460.00
From Sinking Fund investments
to Sinking- Funds 1,242.28 1,448.20
(As per Sinking Fund Com. reports)
$1,722.28 $1,908.20
Town Indebtedness:
Temporary tax notes v )2 5,OOO.OO $25,000.00
Concord road 2,000.00
Water note 500.00
? 25.5OO.OO $27,000.00
Trust Funds
:
Perpetual Care Funds received $IOO.OO $300.00
Sinking Fund Commissioners
(Library Fund interest) 43-02
Revenue refunds 37-14
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Comparative Statement of Payments
F*or Years Ending Feb. 29, 28, 1912-1913
1912
County tax S2.247.42 $2,201.53
State tax 3,520.00 4.OOO.OO
State Highway tax 129.00 I2Q.OO
Corporation tax 58.51 IO6.36
National Bank tax 36.23 68-35
$5,991.16 $6,505.24
Town Administration
Moderator, salary $10.00 S10.00
Selectmen, salaries 125.00 175.00
Incidentals 33-55 55-82
Auditor, salary 50.00 100.00
Incidentals i-74
Tax Collector, salary 392.70 206.00
Incidentals 153-75 146.00
Treasurer, salary 500.00 500.00
Incidentals 37-58 56.98
Assessors, salaries 435-00 599-50
Incidentals 4-50 5-90
Town Clerk, salary 50.00 50.00
Incidentals 87.16 108.70
Election and Registration, salaries 264.50 316.00
Incidentals 41.54 79-50
Printing and Stationery 270.40 219-35
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C < >MPARATIVE Statement
Insurance and Bonds 407.33 245-33
Town House and Clocks 324-52 32 7-27
Miscellaneous 161.3.1 i57-3o
Tree Warden 48.74 36.89
$3,397.58 $^ ?(>7 28
Protection of Life and Property
Police Department $716.94 $858.46
Fire Dept.—Cochituate 879.82 733-28
Fire Dept.—Wayland 209.34 188.94
Hydrants 384.00 384.00
Sealer Weights and Measures 55-35 62,08
Moth Department 3,57o.55 3,39^-35
$5,816.00 $^,62 c:. II
Health Department
Board of Health $210.04 $183.46
Inspection of Animals 150.00 85.OO
Medical Inspection of Schools
$360.04
Highways an d Bridges
Street Repairs $3,236.54 $3,29770
Bridges 585-75
Concord Road 3,158.85
Concord Road 1,545-21
Cochituate Road 2.898.33 2,9l8.0I
Sidewalks 357.11 441.19
Removal of Snow 75-15 34-io
$6,567.13 $11,980.81
Town of Wayland
Street Lighting $1,714.40 $2,123.95
Charities
Overseers of Poor, salaries
Sundry Payments (see Poor Dept.
Report)
Income of Poor Funds—expended
$130.00
1,051.00
$1,181.00
172.00
$i,353-oo
Soldiers' Benefits
State Aid
Burial of Soldiers
Soldiers' Relief
Education.
School Committee, salaries
Teachers and Janitors
Teachers
Janitors
Supplies
Transportation
Superintendent
Repairs
Incidentals
Fuel and Lijjht
$708.00
37.00
40545
1. 1 50-45
$160.00
10,501.11
1,563.81
2,594-05
799-97
320.98
118.46
841.68
$150.00
1,432.38
$1,582.38
173-04
$677.00
407.96
$1,084.96
$160.00
10,229.54
950.00
1.305.04
2,781.16
800.00
344-40
677-45
1,106.23
$16,900.06 $18,353.
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Libraries
(Payments to Trustees) $1,707.96 $1,753.06
Income of Funds 1 10.00
Cemeteries
$1,707.96 $1,863.06
(Payments by Trustees, as per Treas.
of Library Funds' Report $598.51 $418.07
$2,306.47 $2,281.13
Memorial Day $105.37 $120.13
Water Department
Maintenance and Operation $1,421.08 $2,019.55
Water Note paid from Water Rates 1,000.00 500.00
Transfer to Interest Account 480.00 460.00
Transfer to Sinking Fund 73-65 566.33
$2,974.73 $3,545-88
Labor and Maintenance $390.01 $558.45
Income of Trust Funds 3 l -5° 5 l -9°
$421.51 $610.35
Sinking Fund Commissioners
Safe Deposit Box $10.00 $10.00
Bond 12.00 12.00
$22.00 $22.00
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Interest
On lax Aotes ?o44-34 $Ol2.I9
On Town Bonds 1,680.00 1,680.00
On Water Bonds 440.00
On Water Note 40.00 20.00
On Highway Notes 48.00 32.0G
On Schoolhouse Bonds 1 ,040.00 980.OO
$4,092.34 $3,964.19
Transfer from Interest Account
Library Funds $110.00 $^0.00
Sinking- Funds
Annual Appropriation $1,408.80 ' $1,408.80.
*Int. added to Funds, Town 836.49 I ,Ol8. 14
*Int. added to Funds, Water 40579 430.06
*Payment to Water Sinking Fund 73-65 5^.33
$2,724-73 $3423-33
*(As per Commissioners' Reports)
Town Indebtedness
Tax Notes paid $20,000.00 $25,000.00
Water Note from Water Rates 1,000.00 500.00
Highway Note 400.00 400.00
Schoolhouse Bonds 1,500.00 1,500.00
$22,900.00 $27,400.00
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Trust Funds
Cemetery Funds invested $500.00 $300.00
Library Funds invested 500.00 1,000.00
$1,000.00 $1,300.00
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Balance Sheet
ASSET ACCOUNTS
Current Assets
:
Cash Balance, Treasurer
Cash Balance Library
Taxes uncollected—current year
Taxes uncollected
—
prior years
Excess of current liabilities (over
drafts)
$20,496.82
$4,835.39
357-81
7,049.80
2,251.56
6,002.26
Trust Fund Investments
:
Cemetery Funds $2,250.00
Poor Funds 4,300.00
Library Funds (by Trustees) 10.255.76
Library Funds (Sinking Fund Com-
missioners) 2,000.00
Sinking Fund Investments
:
Town Sinking Fund $27,328.92
Water Sinking Funds 11,548.43
Excess of Notes and Bonds, net debt 39,522.65
$97,205.76
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Balance Sheet
LIABILITY AND FUND ACCOUNTS
Current Liabilities
:
LTiexpended balances (less revenue) $1,954.88
Library Current Fund 357-8
1
Tax Notes outstanding
. . 15,000.00
Excess of current assets (revenue) 3,184.13
$20,496.82
Trust Fund Liabilities
:
Cemetery Funds
Poor Funds
Library Funds
Library Funds—notes
Notes and Bonded Debt:
Town Bonds
Water Bonds
School Bonds
Highway Notes
$2,250.00
4,300.00
10,255.76
2,000.00
$42,000.00
11,000.00
23,000.00
2,400.00
$97,205.76
FRANK E. YEAGER,
Treasurer
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Report of the Fire Engineers
We herewith submit for your approval the following
annual report of the Wayland Fire Department for the year
ending Feb. 28, 1913.
Annual Report of the Wayland Fire Department
Cochituate Department
Balance brought forward $ 2.38
Appropriation 800.00
Sale of copper 7.31
$809.69
Expenditures during year 735-03
Balance $74.66
1912
March. H. T. Tyrrell $3.30
April. T. J. Dooling, repairs 2.00
Robinson & Jones, coal 21.68
Edison Electric Co. 10.00
Methodist Episcopal church,
use of tower 50.00
Wm. Fullick, labor 1.50
H. T. Tyrrell, labor 3.15
James McKay, labor 3.40
May. Engineers' Salaries (3) 30.00
Superintendent Fire Alarm 25.00
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Stewards 24.00
Hook and Ladder, pay roll 204.53
Hose Company, pay roll I0577
June. Edison Electric Co. 4.00
Pettingell, Andrews Co.,
copper $2.88, vitrol
$30.63, jars $4.00 37-51
Fiske & Co., supplies 6.62
A. S. Lyon, supplies 2.25
July. N. Perodeau, supplies 1.04
Wayland Water Board 2.00
Howe & Co., express 1.00
H. T. Tyrrell, labor 10.60
Aug. Pettingell, Andrews & Co.,
supplies 12.30
Edison Electric Co. .80
Sept. H. T. Tyrrell, labor 11.40
J. E. Gladu, labor 13.60
Fiske & Co., supplies 4.08
Oct. Edison Electric Co. 1.30
L'nion Lumber Co. 8.06
Pettingell, Andrews Co. 2.88
A\"m. Fullick, labor and team 14.69
Nov. Hobbs & Warren, "Forest
Warden Book" 2.00
Geo. Phyllis, wood fire 1.50
C. A. Roak, team 1.00
Edison Electric Co. 3.00
Robinson & Jones, wood 4-50
Robinson & Jones, coal 8.25
Dec. Pettingell, Andrews Co., bal-
ance due 2.10
1913
Jan. George Fairbank & Son, one
book 4-5o
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Edison Light Co., (bill due
on last year's acc't from
Jan. i -Mar. 29, 19 12 3.00
Wayland Water Board 2.00
Feb. N. Perodeau, supplies 2.37
Robinson & Jones, coal 33-°°
Pettingell, Andrews Co.,
copper $2.88, zincs
$8.40, vitrol $26.64 37-92
Howe & Co., express 1.16
Wm. Fullick, repairs and
supplies 10.27
$735 03 $809.69
WAYLAND COMBINATION NO. 1
Balance from last year $3-H
Appropriation 200.00
May. Engineers' salary $10.00
Dolor Cormier, steward 24.00
Pay Roll, J. F. Thomas Est. 7.00
J. L. Moore Fire, pay roll 18.50
June. Coal Sheds $1.00, and Sher-
man Landing $3.00, pay roll 4.00
July. W^ard Fire, pay roll 13 .00
Weston Electric Co. 3.00
James Egan Fire, pay roll 3.00
Sept. Hazen Clements Fire, pay roll 4.00
Oct. Morse Fire, pay roll 3.50
Glover's Fire, pay roll 12.00
Edison Electric Co. 1.00
Edison Electric Co. 2.00
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Nov. Frank C. Moore, janitor 12.00
Reeves Fire, pay roll 3.00
I. A. Lupien, team 1.00
Dec. Hadley's Fire, pay roll 6.25
A. W. Atwood, coal 10.00
Edison Electric Co. 1.93
Plains pay roll 6.25
River Meadow pay roll 11.00
1913
Jan. Geo. Fairbank & Son, book 1.25
Edison Electric Co. 2.30
James Eagan Fire pay roll 2.50
Geo. A. Foote, coal 21.71
James Eg-an, chimney pay roll 2.00
Wayland Combination No. 1
Balance brought forward $ 3.1
1
Appropriation 200.00
$186.19 $203.11
$203.11
Expenditures 186.19
Balance $16.92
Number of Alarms Answered by the Cochituate
Department
1912
March 18. Box 24. False alarm.
April 2. Box 34. False alarm.
April 20. Box 34. King House. Loss $12.00. Over-
turned lamp.
July 3. Box 34. Peter Duprey's shed. Small loss.
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Oct. 28. Box 24. C. W. Dean. Roof of shop.
Dec. 5. Box 34. Griffin's tenement house (Bee Hive).
Cause, defective chimney. Partial loss.
George Phylis. Wood fire.
I9I3-
Feb. 18. Box. 36. False alarm.
Number of Alarms Answered by the Wayland Combination
No. 1
1912
April 21. J. F. Thomas Est. Wood fire.
May 2. J. L. Moore farm house.
June 14. Atwood coal shed.
June 14. Sherman Landing. Wood fire.
June 3°- Mrs. Wm. Ward Est. Wood fire.
July 8. James Egan Est. Grass and wood.
Sept. 29. Hazen Clement's. Chimney fire.
Oct.17 -18. Glover's Wood fire.
Oct. 19-20. Glover's Wood fire.
Oct. 21. A. S. Morse. Wood fire.
Nov. 6. Dr. Hadley's. Wood fire.
Nov. 18. Jacob Reeves'. Chimney fire.
Dec. 10. W^ood fire on Plains.
Dec. 10. River Meadow fire.
1913
Jan.
Feb.
3- James Egan. Chimney fire.
James Egan. Chimney fire.
Respectfully submitted.
Board of Engineers
:
W. M. FULLICK.
E. F. DORSHEIMER,
H. C. HAYNES,
A. S. LYON. Clerk .
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Forest Warden's Report
Feb. 28, 1 91 3. Mr. Howard C. Haynes was appointed
deputy warden in Wayland Center, and James L. Moore at
North Wayland.
There were few forest fires the past year, and the most
trouble was caused by sparks from locomotives.
Bills to the amount of $35.50 have been paid by the town
on these railroad fires. Duplicate bills have been sent to the
Boston & Maine R. R. for reimbursement.
Considerable damage was done at one of the fires in the
young growth of trees. Only five permits were issued to
build fires.
Sunday, June 30, there was a fire in Mr. Bezanson's
woods, and as an auto truck party was there from Watertown
they were supposed to be the ones that started it. The mat-
ter was referred to the State Fire Warden and an invesiga-
tion made.
As the men in the party helped to put out the fire and no
evidence could be obtained to convict the guilty ones, the mat-
ter was dropped.
I recommend that Mr. J. L. Moore be provided with at
least two hand chemical tanks and other tools to protect his
district, and that a suitable forest fire wagon be purchased
for the Center.
Respectfully submitted,
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS,
Forest Warden.
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Inspector of Animals
Board of Selectmen,
Gentlemen :—I hereby submit the following report as in-
spector of animals for the past two months.
Owing to the severe illness of Dr. Thomas Bryant, I was
unable to receive his report until the time he resigned.
The general spring inspection is not quite finished. There
has been but one contagious disease quarantined, which was
disposed of.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK BIGWOOD, M. D. C,
Inspector.
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Sealer of Weights and Measures
Wayland, March 8, 191 3.
Adj. Sealed Con.
Platform scales (cap. over 5,000 lbs.) 4
Platform scales (cap. under 5,000 lbs.) 17
All other scales 39 3
Slot weighing scales 2
Computing scales 4
Weights 19 25
Dry Measures 30 2
Liquid Measures 34
Linear Measures Xone
Re-weighing 16 loads of coal 16
Cloth or other measures 4
Oil and Molasses Pumps 6
Total fees collected and paid Treasurer $16.84
JOSEPH M. MOORE,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
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Report of Surveyor of Highways
Wayland, Feb. 28, 1913.
The amount appropriated for Highways and Bridges the
past year was five thousand dollars ($5,000.00).
The excise tax was six hundred forty-five dollars and
thirty-two cents ($645.32).
Out of this amount I spent three thousand one hundred
fifty-eight dollars and eighty-five cents ($3,158.85) on the
Concord Road, which has been laid out by the County Com-
missioners, the county paying one-third of this amount or
one thousand and fifty-two dollars and ninety-five cents
($1,052.95).
The amount spent on regular highways was three thou-
sand two hundred and ninety-seven dollars and seventy cents
($3,297.70).
Owing to the bad condition of three of the bridges, I
was obliged to have them repaired at a cost of five hundred
and eighty-five dollars and seventy-five cents ($585.75). By
so doing, I was obliged to overdraw the account three hun-
dred and forty-four dollars and three cents ($344.03).
CONTINGENT ACCOUNT
The snow bills for the year amount to thirty-four dol-
lars and ten cents ($34.10).
Itemized bills for above amounts are on file in the Select-
men's office.
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Highway Pay Roll
CONCORD ROAD
MEN, HORSES
DAYS HOURS DAYS HOURS
M. W. Hynes, 66 4 133 4 $383.12
J. F. Malloy, 62 2 144.56
R. Yetton, 38 85 . 50
W White, 43 4 97.87
F. C. Moore, 19 42 . 75
P. Jennings, 47 2 106.31
T. Jones, 15 4 35.00
T. L. Hynes, 82 2 118 358.11
J. M. Curtin, 18 36 94.50
W. S. Lovell, 60 2 120 4 316.31
S. Rogers, 6 13.50
J. Rand, 30 67.50
T. Magorty, 36 2 81
. 55
J. Bailey, 7 15 . 75
J. Perodeau, 6 4 14.62
Fairclough, 6 13
. 50
F. McElroy, 6 13
. 50
E. Charbeneau, 4 1.12
A. Tatro, 28 2 63 . 56
C. Gladu, 7 15 . 75
E. G. Lee, 28 2 56 4 148.31
J. Donahoe, 54 6 123.18
N; Tatro, 48 6 109.68
H. Benson, 23 2 52.31
W. Smith, 4 $9.00
H. Randolph
,
21 2 47.81
0. Porter, 31 69.75
T. F. Maynard, 9 4 38.00
L. Hynes, 12 27.00
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MEN HORSES
DAYS HOURS DAYS HOURS
C. Harrington, 10 4 23.62
C. W. EUms, 1385 Ids. gravel , 138.50
J. Breck & Sons, Tools, . 15 .74
G. A. Foote, Tile and Cement, 110.65
Barbour & Stockwell, Grates. 11.00
B. & M. R. R., Freight, 14 . 90
Butrick Lumber Co., 46 . 00
J. Magreevey, 125 posts, 22.50
L. K. LovelL Est., 5.00
M. W. Hynes, Telephoning, .70
Town of Natick, Roller, 66 . 00
C. V. Hildreth, Boundries, 88 . 72
M. W. Hynes, 72 Ids. gravel. 10.80
A. W. Atwood, Coal, 15.30
$3,158.85
MEN HORSES
DAYS HOURS DAYS HOURS
M. W. Hynes, 45 4 67 4 $226
J. I. Bryden, 12 12 45
F. A. Davidson. 11 4 22 59
W. S. Lovell. 43 77 208
J. W. Eagan, 19 38 99
L. Buoncore. 7 14 36
J. M. Curtin, 31 2 54 2 151
L. E. Baldwin, 19 6 39 103
T. L. Hynes, 17 4 34 89
R. Yetton, 40 4 91
E. Eagan 6 13
J. Egerton, 16 36
J. F. Malloy. 36 4 82
W. White, i 22 2 72
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MT?Mivj-H/r\ HORSES
DAYS HOURS DAYS HOURS
b. C Moore, 35 6 80. 43
r. Jennings, 41 2 92 . 80
R. O'Brien, 3 6 .75
James .box, 18 14 61 . 50
L. bnerman, 26 14 81 .75
A. S. Morse, 938 Ids. gravel 140 .70
L. Sherman, 40 6 .00
Mrs. T. Hoey, 121 18 . 15
M. W. Hynes, 92 13 .80
J. Breck & Sons, lools, 9 .50
J. C Vincent, Signs, 3 .00
C. W. Fairbank, 106 2i 151 4 $465 .87
T. B. Hawes, 14 1 30 .88
TT I>H. .Benson, 23 7 53 . 72
N. Tates, 38 4 86 .63
W. Desmond, 13 4 30. 38
W. F. Lawrence, 19 4 39 102 38
TX TTT iH. Wyatt, 17 4 35 91 88
E. Damon, 33 66 173. 26
E. Grover, 37 4 84. 38
C. Gay, 8 4 19 13
J. Pearadean, 12 2 27. 57
J. Derrick, 12 4 28. 13
R. Carroll 8 4i 19. 27
J. B. Charbaneau, 9 20. 25
M. A. Loker, 21 47. 25
R. Porter, 22 49. 50
W. Smith, 5 7 4 22. 51
J. L. Moore, 8 16 40. 00
J. Foley, 3 6. 75
E. Newton, 6 14. 21
H. Juneau, 2 4. 50
J. Ploss, 6 1. 69
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MEN HORSES
DAYS HOURS DAYS HOURS
C. Fairbank, 11 1 2 4 .41
J. C. McKay, 3.40
Union Lumber Co., .63
Robinson, Jones Co., 6 . 75
Geo. Richardson, 1 . 4?
T. Erwin, 11.20
G. E. Bezanson, 17.30
C. W. Fairbank, 2.53
S. A. Barry, Repairs on Bridges, 585 . 75
$3,883.45
SNOW BILLS
C. W. Fairbank, 5 3 5 3 $19.79
Geo. Richardson, 7 7 3 . 06
P. Nolan, 1 1 3 . 75
W. S. Lovell, 2 2 7 50
$34 . 10
MICHAEL W. HYNES
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Gypsy and Brown-Tail Moths
Superintendent of Moths
From March, 1912—Feb. 28th, 1913.
Schedule of Bills.
May, 1912
D. J. Graham
:
For supplies and expenses $12.38
S. B. Church:
Clutch for sprayer 9.80
June, 1912
L. E. Baldwin
:
Horses used on sprayer 1 39-75
C. W. Fairbanks
:
Horses used for sprayer 45-6i
Thomas Bryant
:
Horse hire 11.25
L. H. McManus:
Gasoline and supplies 22.70
A. W. Atwood
:
Teaming
3 >0o
August, 1912
C. W. Fairbanks
:
Horses used for sprayer 52.50
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September, 1912
D. J. Graham
:
For supplies and expenses 5.90
November, 1912
L. H. McManus:
Gasoline and repairs 7.00
L. K. Lovell
:
Supplies 2.91
Thomas Bryant
:
Horse hire 3.00
D. J. Graham
For supplies and expenses 2.55
February, 1913
James McKay
:
Repairs 4.40
H. M. Baldwin
:
Storage of sprayer 10.00
Total 332.75
Supplies received from state store $2,581.74
Pay Roll
:
D. J. Graham $740.00
John Corcoran 51 3-5°
William Sanderson 59 I -9 I
Thomas Magorty 171.56
Neal Foley 5°4-49
Wilford Lamerine 499-°4
Joseph Smith 44-99
Total $3,065.49
DANIEL J. GRAHAM,
Moth Superintendent.
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Report of Commissioners of Town
Sinking Fund
Amount of Fund, March I, 1912 $24,901.98
Received, appropriation, 1912 $1,408.80
Received, interest and premium on
investment sold $1,018.14
2,426.94
Amount of Fund, March 1, 191 3 $27,328.92
Invested As Follows:
Town of Wayland Water Fund
Bonds, 4 per cent., at par $5,000.00
Fitchburg Railroad Bond, 4 per
cent., at par 1,000.00
Chicago, Burlington & Ouincy
Bonds, $5,000, 3 1-2 per cent.,
at cost 4,730.00
West End Street Railway Bond,
4 per cent., at par 1,000.00
New York, New Haven & Hartford
R. R. Bonds, 4 per cent., at par 2,000.00
Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds,
$2,000, 4 per cent., at cost 1,970.00
Boston Elevated Railway Bonds,
4 1-2 per cent., at par 3,000.00
Old Colony R. R. Bonds, $2,000,
3 1-2 per cent., at cost 1,855.00
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Old Colony R. R. Bond, $1,000, 4
per cent., at par 1,000.00
Boston Elevated Railway Bonds,
4 per cent., at par 3,000.00
Middlesex County Bonds, $2,000,
4 per cent., at par 2,000.00
Deposited in North End Savings
Bank, Boston 773-92
$27,328.92
All bonds are registered except Wayland Water Fund
and Middlesex County Bonds, for which there is no pro-
vision for registration.
James Draper Fund
Amount of Fund, March 1, 1913 $500.00
Deposited in Cambridgeport Sav-
ings Banks.
Income, amounting to $24.11,
paid into Town Treasury, to be
applied on interest on note held
bv Treasurer of Library Funds.
Ella E. Draper Fund
Amount of Fund, March 1, 19 13 $500.00
Deposited in Suffolk Savings
Bank, Boston.
Income, amounting to $18.91,
paid into Town Treasury, to be
applied on interest on note held
bv Treasurer of Library Funds.
CHESTER B. WILLIAMS, Chairman.
JOHN CONNELLY, Secretary.
WALTER B. HENDERSON, Treasurer.
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Report of Commissioners of Water
Works Sinking Fund
Feb. 28, 1913 :
Cash deposited in Xatick Savings Bank $2,169.51
Interest on above toXovember,i9i2 1,294.98
Cash deposited in West Newton Savings Bank 1,000.00
Interest on above to January, 1913 298.42
Cash deposited in Waltham Trust Co. 1,093.91
Interest on above to January, 191 3 226.37
Cash deposited in Waltham Savings Bank 1,000.00
Interest on above to October, 191 2 240.20
Cash deposited in Wratertown Savings Bank 1,000.00
Interest on above to October, 191 2 628.86
Cash deposited in Home Savings Bank, Boston 1.000.00
Interest on above to October, 191 2 2> l2-9°
Cash deposited in Wildey Savings Bank, Boston t 16.71
Interest on above to November, 19 12 226.42
Cash deposited in Union Institution for Savings,
Boston 903.40
Interest on above to November, 1912 36-75
Total $11,548.43
JAMES C. McKAY,
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS.
Com'rs of Wayland Water
Works Sinking Fund
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Water Commissioners' Report
At the regular meeting, April ist, 191 2, the Board was
organized with James C. McKay chosen chairman, and Clar-
ence S. Williams, Clerk. Mr. James H. Whitehead was re-
appointed Superintendent.
As the water fell short in the reservoir last Fall, and the
rain held off so long, we were obliged to get a temporary sup-
ply from Natick for five days. Whatever provision is made
in future for increased pressure or increase of supply, a per-
manent connection should be made with Natick mains for
emergency cases and without delay as recommended by a
competent engineer.
A new fireproof safe has been purchased to protect the
records.
CLERK'S REPORT.
In Account with F. E. Yeager, Town Treasurer,
Dr.
Mar. 25. To cash, water rates and repairs
May 8. To cash, water rates and repairs
July 3. To cash, water rates and repairs
July 13. To cash, water rates and repairs
July 20. To cash, water rates and repairs
Aug. 5. To cash, water rates and repairs
Aug. 9. To cash, water rates and repairs
Sept. 5. To cash, water rates and repairs
Feb. 28, 1912. Balance $566.33
90.50
83.70
237.99
121.50
48.00
158.30
7I-50
I59-50
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Sept 12. To cash water rates and repairs 137.11
Oct. 3- To cash, water rates and repairs 112.50
Oct. 24. To cash, water rates and repairs SI2.66
Nov. 20. To cash, water rates and repairs 154-07
1913
Jan. 7- To cash, water rates and repairs 186.08
Feb. 3- To cash, water rates and repairs 280.05
Feb. 3- To cash, water rates and repairs 10.00
Feb. 28. To cash, water rates and repairs 752.53
$3,682.32
Xote.—Cash collected for water rates alone, $2,712.17;
Cash from Supt. for repairs, pipe fittings, junk, etc., $403.82.
In Account with F. E. Yeager Town Treasurer.
Cr.
1912
April 1. Order No. 1, Sinking Fund account $566.33
April 1. Order No. 2. Maintenance 99-50
May 6. Order No. 3. Maintenance 47-8i
June 3. Order No. 4. Alaintenance 46.65
July 1. Order No. 5. Maintenance 84.02
Aug. 5. Order No. 6. Maintenance 196.74
Sept. 9. Order No. 7. Maintenance 272.57
Oct. 7. Order No. 8. Maintenance 85.04
Nov. 4. Order No. 9. Maintenance 22.24
Nov. 4. Order No. 10. Improvement on reservoir 591.28
Dec. 2. Order No. 11. Maintenance 122.07
1913
Jan. 6. Order No. 12. Improvement on reservoir 5.22
Jan. 6. Order No. 13. Maintenance 17.41
Feb. 5. Order No. 14. Alaintenance 19-93
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Feb. 28. Order Xo. 15. Maintenance 1 ^>-S7
Feb. 28. Order No. 16. James C. McKay, salary 20.00
Feb. 28. Order No. 17. Henry G. Dudley, salary 20.00
Feb. 28. Order No. 18. Clarence S. Williams, salary 20.00
Feb. 28. Order No. 18. Clarence S. Williams, Clerk 32.50
Feb. 28. Order No. 18. Clarence S. Williams, Col-
lector 100.00
Feb. 28. Order No. 19. James H. Whitehead, Snpt. 200.00
Interest on water bonds 440.00
Interest on water note 20.00
Water note 500.00
Balance with Town Treasurer 1 36.44
$3,682.32
JAMES C. McKAY.
CLARENCE S. WILLIAMS, Clerk
Water Commissioners.
to6
Water Works
Report of the Superintendent of
Water Works
In the past year a new bubbling fountain was placed
near the post-office, which was used and appreciated by a
great many.
During the dry weather last Fall the water "\vas ex-
tremely low in the reservoir, and work was ordered by the
Commissioners to clean out a section of Rice's brook and to
wall it up on both sides, also to remove the stumps in the
upper pond, which had been soaking- for thirty-two years.
Large quantities were removed with the aid of dynamite. A
considerable space was cleaned out from the bottom of the
reservoir, and repairs made to the shores.
MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT.
April i. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings $!3-99
Fittz & Barker, fittings .98
Fiske & Co., galvanized wire .80
Robinson & Jones, wood for thawing pipes 22.97
Geo. Richardson, wood for thawing pipes 1.75
Howe & Co., express charges .15
Jas. Morrissey, labor, 6 days, 3 hours 12.76
Aldei Gladu, labor, 3 days, 4 hours 7.00
Jas. Whitehead, labor, 9 days, 6 hours 27.00
Arlo Ames, labor, 1 day 2.00
Levi Celoria, labor, 1 day 2.00
Jas. Whitehead, labor on service 2 days, 5 hrs. 7.35
Aldei Gladu, labor on service, 3 hours .75
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May 6. Natick National Bank, safety vault 5.00
Hobbs & Warren, record book 2.00
W. M. Todd & Co., pipe 1.10
Fittz & Barker, fittings .60
Fiske & Co., wire .40
Howe & Co., express charges
.75
G. A. Roake, with team 2.70
Wm. Garfield, carting water 12.00
Wm. Sullivan, errand to gate house .50
Charles Magorty, labor, 1 day 4 hours 3.00
Jas. Whitehead, labor, 2 days 4 hours 6.95
Alfred Dudley, labor, 91-4 hours 2.56
Jas. Whitehead, labor on service, 2 days
4 1-2 hours 7.17
Alfred Dudley, labor on service, 1 day 3 hrs. 3.08
June 3. H. Mueller Mfg. Co., fittings and supplies 38.20
Geo. Howe, rubber hose 2.00
Jas. Whitehead, paid freight .50
Jas. Whitehead, labor, 1 day 5 hours 4.55
Jas. Whitehead, labor on service, 4 hours 1.40
July 1. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings 32.67
Ludlow Valve Co., brass service valve 6.30
J. B. Hunter, drill chuck 1.50
Grip Coupling Co., galvanied sleeves 1.95
Chapman Valve Co., spindle 1.80
Fittz & Barker, fittings 1.05
G. F. Marston, oil .20
C. A. Roake, with team 2.70
E. J. Clark, 50 feet of hose 5.00
Joseph Perodeau, labor, 1 day 3 1-2 hours 3.22
Jas. Whitehead, labor, 3 days 7 hours 10.85
Joseph Perodeau, labor on service, 2 1-2 hrs. .70
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Jas. Whitehead, labor on service, 5 days
6 hours 16.08
Aug. 5. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings 69.07
J. L. Mott Iron Works, drinking fountain 19.95
Chadwick Boston Lead Co., lead pipe I 3-25
Fiske & Co., fittings 1.06
C. S. Williams, stamped envelopes 10.62
Howe & Co., express charges 1.65
Globe Stamp Co., rubber stamp .25
Joseph Perodeau, labor, 11 days 1 hour 25°3
Jas. Whitehead, labor, 13 days 1 hour 36.50
Alfred Dudley, labor, 4 days 71-2 hours n.ii
Jas. Whitehead, labor on service 3 days 8.25
Sept. 9. The Mosler Safe Co., safe 85.50
Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings 41.28
H. Mueller Mfg. Co., supplies 39-94
Fittz & Barker, fittings 3.37
J. B. Hunter & Co., drills .75
Howe & Co., express charges 2.70
Howe & Co., freight w . . .30
Robinson & Jones, cement
.55
Fiske & Co., hacksaw blades
.50
N. Perodeau, scythe 1.00
G. F. Marston, oil .20
Joseph Derrick, mowing brush I 3-50
Alfred Dudley, mowing brush !3-50
Alfred Dudley, labor, 2 days 1-4 hour 4.58
Dana Elkins, labor, 6 days 1-2 hour 13.64
Ira Ritz, labor at gatehouse 1.50
Frank Latour, labor, 41-2 hours 1.13
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor, 8 days 4 hours 23.70
Alfred Dudley, labor on service, 2 hours
.56
Dana Elkins, labor on service 7 hours 1.97
Jas. Whitehead, labor on service 8 days 22.40
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Oct. 7. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and fittings 37-69
Howe & Co., express charges
.75
Eugene Bull, shovel .80
N. Perodeau, rake .38
Jas. Whitehead, freight charges .28
Jas. Whitehead, labor, 5 days 2 hours 14-7°
Alfred Dudley, labor, 6 days 1-2 hour 13-61
Alfred Dudley, labor on service, 1 day, 7 hours 4.24
Jas. Whitehead, labor on service, 4 dys. 4 hrs. 12.59
Nov. 4. Walworth Mfg. Co., fittings 2.38
Fittz & Barker,, fittings 1.10
Howe & Co.. express charges
.50
Wm. Garfield, use of team 2.00
Ector Davieau, use of team 2.50
M. A. Loker, labor with team, 2 hours
.94
Wm. C. Neal, labor on fountain 2.00
Alfred Dudley, labor 2 hours
.56
Fred Foster, labor 6 hours 1.68
Jas. Whitehead, labor 91-2 hours 3.32
Jas. Whitehead, labor on service 5 hours 1.74
Joseph Barrett, labor on service 91-2 hours 2.67
Fred Foster, labor on service 3 hours .85
Dec. 2. Walworth Mfg. Co., pipe and service boxes 23.37
Xatick Water Dept., labor, pipe and fittings 32.41
Wm. Garfield, use of team 1.00
G. F. Marston, shovel .85
Howe & Co., express charges .15
Horace Juneau, labor 5 1-2 hours 1.55
Joseph Barrett, labor 2 days, 1 1-2 hours 4.92
Fred Foster, labor 7 hours 1.96
Jas. II . Whitehead, labor 2 days 5 hours 7.35
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor on service 10
days 1-2 hour 28.16
no
Water Works
Joseph Barrett, labor on service 2 days 1 hour 4.76
Fred Foster, labor on service 6 days 31-2
hours 14.46
Horace Juneau, labor on service 4 hours 1. 13
Jan. 6. Walworth Mfg. Co., fittings 13.61
J. W. Doon & Son, cement .50
Howe & Co., exp'ress charges 1.30
Jas. Whitehead, freight charges .50
Jas. Whitehead, labor 4 1-2 hours 1.50
Feb. 3. Charles Fairbanks, with team 6.79
Ector Davieau, use of team 2.50
C. S. Williams stamped envelopes 1.08
C. S. Williams paint, tools, etc. 6.26
Jas. Whitehead, labor on service, 9 1-2 hrs. 3.30
Feb. 28. Jas. McKay, labor and material !0-35
Jas. McKay, labor, 2 hours .50
Jas. McKay, car fares .70
M. Damon, labor 2 hours
.50
Jas. Whitehead, labor 2 hours , .70
Jas. Whitehead, labor on service 9 3-4 hours 3.37
Fiske & Co., fittings
.45
Total $1,030.55
Cash receipts for repairs, pipe and fittings $403.82
in
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Improvement around Reservoir:
Nov. 4. Win. Neal, labor with team 20 days 1 hour 81.09
Wm. Neal, taking men to work 21 days 10.50
M. A. Loker, labor with team 18 1-2 days 68.16
Jas. H. Whitehead, labor 23 days 7 hours 66.85
Alfred Dudley, labor 13 days 7 hours 31-22
Alfred Dudley, car fare* 1.35
Edward Lemoine, labor 14 days 51-2 hours 33.10
Joseph Barrett, labor, 22 days 1 hour 49.80
Fred Foster, labor, 13 days 1 hour 29-55
Colon Ward, labor 14 days 3 l -5°
Joseph Sayers, labor 9 days 20.25
Napoleon Tatro, labor 19 days 6 hours 44-5°
Charles Gay, labor 12 days 27.00
John Donohue, labor 41-2 hours 1.28
Robinson & Jones, seed 1.02
Colon Ward, sowing seed 1.00
E. D. Murry, carting pipe 1.50
C. A. Roake, carting tools 2.50
M. Russin, cast-iron pipe 1.60
M. Russin, soil pipe 2.40
Fiske & Co., dynamite & pipe 54-5°
Foley Hardware Co., dynamite 27-38
Union Lumber Co., planks 5.60
G. F. Marston, shovel and ax 1.95
Napoleon Perodeau, shovel
.90
$596.50
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES H. WHITEHEAD,
Superintendent.
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The appropriation made by the town for the care of its
cemeteries has been expended with care, and while the amount
of this appropriation is exceeding small for the work that
should be done, yet it is gratifying to note that with the
growing interest manifested by individuals in the care of
their lots and provision made for perpetual care by others, a
gradual but steady improvement in the general appearance of
all the cemeteries is apparent.
Since our last annual report the town has received addi-
tional gifts of three funds, incomes from which are for per-
petual care of lots, making in all sixteen funds for this pur-
pose, amounting in the aggregate to $2,250. Appended is
statement showing balances held subject to order of the com-
missioners. Feb. 28, 1913:
General Cemetery Account.
Mar. 1. Balance $258.19
Proceeds from sale of lots in
Lake Mew Cemetery 190.00 448.19
Expended for improvements in
Lake View Cemetery
Expended for improvements in
Xorth and Center Ceme-
teries 88.43 226.06
Feb. 28, 1913. Balance $222.13
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Lake View Cemeterv
1912
Mar. 1
Mar. 27,
Balance
Appropriation
Expended
S10.33
150.00
1913
Feb. 28. Balance
North and Center Cemeteries
1912
Mar. 1. Balance
Mar. 27. Appropriation
$160.33
159.8&
•45
$22.51
i;o.oo
$172.51
Expended 172.
Balance
March 1. 1913 Income
Balance
Expended Feb.28, 1913
Parsons Fund $38.85 S8.08 $440 $42.53
Ann M. Lovejoy Fund IO.5O 8.08 10.00 8.58
E. L. Moore Fund 3472 12.12 1.00 45-84
Dwight B. Heard Fund 5-24 4.O4 6.40 2.88
Jackson Fund 9.24 4.O4 2.50 10.78
W. S. Draper Fund 2.24 4.O4 6.28
Henry Reeves Fund 4.16 4.O4 1.40 6.80
Calvin Rice Fund 2.04 4.O4 1.40 4.68
Roby Fund 2332 l6.l6 15.80 23.68
Ambrose M. Page Fund 1.02 2.02 1.40 1.64
E. Russell Frost Fund 5.04 4.O4 1.40 7.68
Lurinda B. Thomas Fund 5.04 4.O4 4.40 4.68
Josiah M. Russell Fund 1.00 4.O4 1.40 3-64
Phebe Maria Lee Fund 2.00 40 1.60
Edward P. Johnson I.OO 1.00
Respectfully submitted,
AXDREW S. MORSE, Chairman.
COLIX C. WARD,
WALLACE S. DRAPER. Clerk.
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Wayland, Mass., March i, 1913.
The Board of Health respectfully submit the following
report for the year ending March 1, 1913:
Contagious Diseases
:
Tuberculosis—2 cases reported.
Measles—12 cases reported.
Chicken-pox— 1 case reported.
Several cases of whooping cough not reported.
On account of the wet spring it was not possible to spray
all stagnant water with mosquito oil at the beginning of the
breeding season. As soon as it was possible to approach the
ponds the work was carried on as in preceding year.
Several cesspools have been put in and drains properly
cared for. A new flush closet has been installed at the Boston
and Maine Railroad Depot, thus doing away with the old sys-
tem, which caused so much complaint.
The piggeries in the north part of Wayland have been
inspected from time to time and kept in good condition.
The Board wishes to call the attention of the citizens to
the condition of the closets at the Town Hall. There are two
situated in the rear of the Hall, one being kept locked at all
times, the other being used by everybody. In case of Hall
being let for social functions there is no suitable place for the
ladies to use as a toilet room. This Board suggests that two
toilet rooms should be provided inside the Town Hall.
Respectfully yours,
P. D. GORMAN, Chairman.
C. A. ROAK.
WALTER S. BIGWOOD, Secretary.
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Library Trustees
The annual report of the Librarian to the Trustees is
herewith presented.
A comparison of the figures representing the library's
circulation for the last five years, as exhibited in the successive
reports of the librarian, shows a most gratifying increase.
The circulation for the year ending March, 1909, was 8,285
volumes. For the present year it is 17,021 volumes.
This increase is largely due to the installation of the Co-
chituate Branch and Reading Room, which greaty widened
the usefulness of the library. This is shown by the increase
of circulation in Cochituate from 2,278 volumes in 1908-9, to
8,919 volumes during the present year.
Necessary repairs have been made during the year, and
in this minor matter of upkeep of buildings and grounds the
Trustees have endeavored to evince, by various renovations
and improvements in both branches, the importance of mak-
ing the institution an object lesson of neatness, utility, and
up-to-dateness.
AMOS I. HADLEY, Chairman.
ALFRED W. CUTTING, Secretary.
FRANCIS SHAW,
LESTER R. GERALD.
ANDREW A. NORRIS.
Owing to his absence abroad, the name of Mr. John Con-
nelly does not appear.
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Treasurer of Library Funds
For the Year Ending March i, 1913
Balance of income on hand March 1, 1912 S 199.92
General Income for Year
:
Appropriations for Year ended
April 1, 19 1 2 $900.00
One-half dog license receipts I53-06
Collected from fines and cards 3 I 2 5
Interest on Deposit, Bay State
Trust Company, Boston 2.63
1.086.94
Income from Invested Funds
:
Tames Draper Fund S30.00
Ella E. Draper Fund 30.00
Grace Campbell Draper Fund 50.00
Lydia Maria Child Fund 4.04
Cynthia G. Roby Bequest I 3 I -05
Charles H. Draper Bequest 200.75
445-84
Total $1,732.70
Expended
Salaries
:
Margaret E. Wheeler,
Librarian $350.00
Sarah L. Campbell 5.00
T. C. Vincent. Janitor 216.00
$571.00
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New Books and Magazines :
Old Corner Book Store,
books $342.10
Chivers Company, books 4.10
W. B. Clarke & Com-
pany, books 1. 1
3
Harvard Co-operative
Society, books I 3-5°
Old Corner Book Store,
magazines 45- T 5
Fuel
A. W. Atwood $59.65
T. X. Parmenter 12.00
Patrick Xolan 38-50
Light
Weston Electric Light
Company $32.40
Edison Company 62.24
Repairs :
A. H. Davenport Co. $24.27
Edison Company 12.50
H. D. Lee 19.00
T. C. Vincent 13.75
T. C. Massie 7.43
Miscellaneous Expenses:
L. A. Wells, binding $134.18
Hammond Typewriter Co. 85.50
Library Bureau 4.25
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Public Library
M. M. Fiske, express 32.86
J. H. Lee 4-52
W. S. Lovell 4.96
Sundry expenses of lib'rian 9.58
275-85
Total expended $1,534.57
Balance on hand March 1, 1913 $198.13
Cochituate Branch Library and Reading Room
Balance of income on hand Mar. 1, 1912 $84.30
General Income for Year
:
Appropriation for year ended
April 1, 19 1 2 $700.00
Collected from fines and cards 10.51
Interest on deposit, Old Colony
Trust Company, Boston 1.43
711.94
Total $796.24
Expended
Salaries
:
Grace C. Loker, Assist-
ant Librarian $250.08
M. M. Fiske, Janitor 53-QO
$303.08
New Books and Magazines
:
Old Corner Book Store,
books $82.93
W. H. Guild & Com-
pany, magazines 40.00
122.93
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Fuel
Robinson & Jones
Light :
Edison Company
Repairs
:
Underwood Company
Miscellaneous Expenses
:
N. R. Gerald, rent
Edison Company, lamps
C. S. Williams
'
Sundry exp. of Librarian
$144.00
2-75
1.60
1.60
Total expended
Balance on hand March I, 1913
16.50
29-55
14 DO
149-95
636.56
$159.68
Investment of Library Funds
James Draper Fund $500.00
Town of Wayland 6 per cent. Note
Ella E. Draper Fund 500.00
Town of Wayland 6 per cent. Note
Grace Campbell Draper Fund 1,000.00
Town of Wayland 5 per cent. Note
Lydia Maria Child Fund 100.00
Deposit in Home Savings Bank, Boston
Cynthia G. Roby Bequest 3^55-76
$3,000 American Telephone &
Telegraph Company, 4 per cent. $2,863.76
Deposit in Provident Institution
for Savings, Boston 292.00
Charles H. Draper Bequest 5,000.00
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$1,000 Boston & Albany Rail-
road, 4 per cent. $1,001.25
$1,000 Boston & Maine Rail-
road, 4 per cent. 990.00
$1,000 Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy Railroad, 4 per cent. 993-75
$1,000 Delaware & Hudson Rail-
road, 4 per cent. 1,000.00
$1,000 Fitchburg Railroad, 4
per cent. 995-00
Deposit in Provident Institution
for Savings, Boston 20.00
$10,255.76
FRANCIS SHAW,
Trustee.
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Librarian's Report
To the Trustees of the Public Library
:
The Librarian submits the following report for the year
ending Jan. 31, 1913 :
Number of volumes—classified
Fiction 4,552
Non-fiction 10,197
Total 1
4
?749
Unclassified 3,1 52
Total 17.901
Number purchased 203
Number presented 17
Number replaced 36
Circulation for the year:
From main library 6,859
From Cochituate branch 6,945
Sent to Cochituate branch on cards 366
Juvenile from main library !,243
Juvenile from Cochituate branch 1,608
Total 17,021
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The following periodicals are to be regularly found in
the reading room
:
Atantic Monthly
Bookman
Century
Cochituate Enterprise
Collier's
Country Life in America
Garden Magazine
Harper's Monthly
Journal of the Outdoor Life
Ladies' Home Journal
National Geographic Magazine
Our Dumb Animals
Outlook
Review of Reviews
Scribner's Magazine
St. Nicholas
Survey
Woman's Home Companion
World's Work
Youth's Companion
Classes of reading by per cent.
:
Fiction 82.4 Art 1.7
Philosophy .2 Literature 2.4
Religion .4 History 4.9
Sociology 1.4 Biography 2.1
Natural Science 1.1 General Works 3.4
MARGARET E. WHEELER.
Librarian.
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accessions
General Works.
Atlantic Monthly Vols. 107-108
O5O-C33 Century Magazine Vols. 87-82
O5O-H226 Harper's Monthly Vols. 122-123
050-L7I Littell's Living Age
050-R32 Review of Reviews Vols. 43-44
050-SCR3 Scribner's Magazine Vols. 49-50
030-H77 Scientific American reference book
A. A. Hopkins
Religion
2^2-086Q^ VJUW Adventures of Life W. T. Grenfell
Bible that was lost and is found
John Bigelow
2?n-OT "2 Jerusalem Mrs. M. O. W. Oliphant
Sociology
372-OLl Children's reading Frances J. Olcott
33I-SL6 Gutter-babies D. Slade
^42-ST/t0 ± 4 History of Roman law A. Stephenson
331-W27 Man Farthest Down B. T. Washington
370-M76 Montessori Method Maria Montessori
370-F53 Montessori Mother D. C. Fisher
33I-H38 Pay-day C. H. Henderson
378-P22 Rhodes Scholarships G. R. Parkin
330-OG3 Social Progress in Contemporary
Europe F. A. Ogg
320-B97 Why Should we Change our Form
of Government? N. M. Butler
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595-P83
641-F22N
649-H97
654-C69
Natural Science
Moths of the Limberlost
Useful Arts
New Book of Cookery
We and Our Children
Wireless man
G. S. Porter
Fannie M. Farmer
Woods Hutchinson
F. A. Collins
Fine Arts
704-R61 Art Auguste Rodin
708-SI6 Art of the Belgian Galleries E. Singleton
708-P92B Art of the Berlin Galeries D. C. Preyer
708-AD2D Art of the Dresden Gallery
J. de W. Addison
708-P85 Art of the Louvre Mary K. Potter
708-AN8 Art of the Munich Galleries F. J. Ansell
708-AD2 Art of the National Galery
J. deW. Addison
708-P92N Art of the Netherlands Gallery
D. C. Preyer
708-AD2P Art of the Pitti Palace J. deW. Addison
708-R42 Art of the Prado C. S. Ricketts
708-P85V Art.of the Venice Academy M. K. Potter
797-C57 Battle of Base-ball C. H. Gaudy
708-SH4 British Museum : its History and
Treasures H. C. Shelley
797-L53 Complete Oarsman R. C. Lehman
745-L26 How to Know Oriental Rugs
M. B. Langton
799-W58L Land of Footprints S. E. White
782-M48 Opera Goers' Complete Guide Leo Melitz
745-D92 Rugs in Their Native Land Eliza Dunn
746-H91 Tapestries George L. Hunter
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Literature
814-C43 Country Parish Frank S. Child
821-Y3G Green Helmet and Other Poems
W. B. Yeats
8I4-C88HIJ Humanly Speaking S. McC. Crothers
824-GI3 Inn of Tranquility John Galsworthy
822-B43 Milestones
Arnold Bennett and E. Knoblauch
826-L96L Little of Everything E. V. Lucas
822-GI3P Plays John Galsworthy
ozz- 1 J X la. \ 0 William "R WntQVV lllJLdlll J-J. X CclLo
82I-Y3 Poems William B. Yeats
8I2-B24 Three Plays Granville Barker
8I4-B94T Time and Change John Burroughs
History and Travel
9I7.2-B64 American Mediterranean S. Bousal
9!7-3-L95 American People, 2 vols. A. M. Low
9I7.4-N8I Colonial Homes and Their Fur-
nishings M. B. Northend
9I8-W6I Flowing Roads Caspar Whitney
9I4.2-M34 Gallant Little Wales J. Marks
9I4.9-ED9 Holland of Today G. W. Edwards
9I4.6-B4I In Portugal A. F. G. Bell
9IO-B39 Loss of SS. Titanic L. Beesley
9I5.4-C94 Modern India W. E. Curtis
9I7.2-L97 New Trails in Mexico C. Lumholtz
9I3-C33 Outdoor Life in Greek and Roman
Poets E. M. Cesaresco
973-173 Quakers in the American Colonies
R. M. Jones
941-L25 Short History of Scotland Andrew Lang
918-B84 South America James Bryce
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914.2-AD2 Spell of England Julia deW. Addison
914.4-M38 Spell of France Caroine A. Mason
915.5-SH9 Strangling of Persia W. M. Sinister
915.1-C16 Sun Yat Sen and the Awakening
of China J. Cantlie and C. S. Jones
973.7-SCH1 Sunset of the Confederacy Morris SchafT
914.9-AU8 Switzerland in Sunshine and Snow
E. B. D'Auvergne
917.9-M95 Three Wonderlands of the Ameri-
can West T. D. Murphy
914.9-C39 Through Holland in the Yivette
E. K. Chatterton
910-F74 Twice Around the World E. A. Forbes
914.5-L96 Wanderer in Florence E. A'. Lucas
917.9-M89Y Yosemite John Muir
917.3-B43 Your United States Arnold Bennett
Biography
.
B-H795 Harriet Hosmer, Letters and
Memories Cornelia Carr, ed.
B-L644 In the Courts of Memory
L. de Hegermann-Lindencrone
BJ574O Jeanne d'Arc Airs. M. O. W. Oliphant
B-M544 Letters of George Meredith. 2 vols.
920-P58 Literary Hearthstones of Dixie
B-C593P Mark Twain. 3 vols. A. B. Paine
B-G214 Airs. Gaskell Haunts, Homes and
Stories ' Mrs. E. H. Chadwick
B-AX86 Promised Land Alary Antin
920-H66 Saints and Heroes George Hodges
920-H66S Saints and Heroes (since the
Middle Ages) George Hodges
920-W5S Seven Great Statesmen Andrew D. Wrhite
B-T254TE Tennyson and His Friends Hallam
Lord Tennyson, ed.
B-R391 Village Life in America C. C. Richards
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Fiction
B84IA Adjustment Marguerite Bryant
SM52AR Ann-chair at the Inn F. H. Smith
Y276B Bandbox L. J. Vance
D642B Betty-bide-at-home Beulah M. Dix
W645BU Butterfly House Mary E. Wilkins
T685C C-0 ; or in the Wireless House
Arthur Train
J654C Cease Firing- Mary Johnston
P953 Christopher Richard Pryce
M762C Chronicles of Avonlea L. M. Montgomery
G764CO Convictions of a Grandfather Robert Grant
G655C Corporal Cameron Ralph Connor, pseud.
AN26C Counsel Assigned M. R. S. Andrews
WI57C Cry in the Wilderness M. E. Waller
W395D Daddy-long-legs Jean Webster
V276D Destroying Angel L. J. Vance
SA55E Eastover Parish M. E. Sangster
B237F Following of the Star Florence Barclay
P8324F Freckles Jean Stratton Porter
P8324G Girl of the Limberlost GeneStratton-Porter
AT54 Greyfriars Bobby Eleanor Atkinson
B236H Harbour of Love R. H. Barbour
P354 Heart of Life Pierre de Coulevain
SU54H Heart of Us T. R. Sullivan
W6723H Heather Moon C. N. and A. M. Williamson
F935H Her Roman Lover E. B. Frothingham
MI34H Hollow of Pier Hand G. B. McCutcheon
W292H Honorable Miss Moonlight Q. Watanna
L3I6H Honourable Mrs. Garry
Mrs. Henry de la Pasture
N5I7HO Hoosier Chronicle M. Nicholson
B937I Tuner Flame Clara L. Burnham
L974J Joyous Adventures of Aristide Pujol
W. J. Locke
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XVZJ-OUJ Tncf anrl •f
_
ri£-> TTtiincf"JUol dllll lilt LJIlJLlbL V dUglldll IVCbLCl
T t^oX A
.L,dU_\ dllU OdUd Odll "FT T ifflpr . inline
i^eii in v_.narge v. \s. wnitecnurcii
v\ T pcropv IVldly O. V\ dll:>
JL/lgllLCU \ V d\ E. P. Oppenheim
I o ti ri o ti 1 n^nno rl^UIlLlUIl J_^d Vclivldr il. v . i^ucas
J0541AJ Alary Johnston
iV43 i^ubt r arm ^amp ii. n. rviiiDDS
1J//4L. Lost World A. C. Doyle
Lovers of Sanna Mary S. Cutting
Plan's Man Ian Hay
W i^/iM Marriage H. G. Wells
A N?fiMi\ ^L)1V± Marshal Mary R. S. Andrews
T r> c*7Mo/ Mary Pechell Mrs. B. Lowndes
-D43/ iV1 Matador of Five Towns Arnold Bennett
r ^j^uivi Money Moon Jeffery Farnol
Mountain Girl Payne Erskine
T-T A C\ A IV'f Mrs. Lancelot Maurice Hewlett
Out of the wreck I Rise Beatrice Harraden
Jl 1 o_|.w Over the Pass Frederick Palmer
-0 5°/ Pan's Garden Algernon Blackwood
^533 Pictures of Pollv Maty K. Courtney
TcnfiP1 59or Pleasures and Palaces J. W. Tompkins
r)7-o Polly of the Hospital Staff Emma C. Dowd
T f^orPLD3or Postmaster Joseph C. Lincoln
1 l^^UVJ Oueed H. S. Harrison
Red Cross Girl R. H. Davis
Rich Mrs. Burgoyne K. Norris
L635R Rise of Roscoe Paine Joseph C. Lincoln
R362R Romance of Billy-goat Hill
Mrs. A. H. Rice
W932S Shepherd of the Hills Harold B. Wright
L842SM Smoke Bellew Jack London
H385S Soul of a Tenor W. J. Henderson
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leilipilllg (JT idVcllldKc XL. X. W]J] )v_ 1 1 1 lcllll
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B237U Upas Tree Florence Barclay
D.372V Voice Airs. Margaret Deland
RaefiwH1 V _w ^W > V -L i. White Shield Myrtle Reed
C763W Wide Courses J. B. Connolly
W932 Winning of Barbara Worth
H. B. Wright
W645YA Yates Pride Mary E. Wilkins
Juvenile
J°o°"-u73 All Ahrmt ^hinc T DnrlincrrA.ll iVIJUllL vJullJXS 1. J_/U11111J^
1 \\ 0/21) jjaiier up xiawiey vv iiii<iiiis
j(J20-L25 Books of Saints and Heroes
IVirS. /A.I1UI CW l^dllg
J/90 - 1 3/ u JJOOK OI \\ UOClCldlL
Ernest ThompsonSeton
J15910 Boy Scouts of Woodcraft Camp
1 . w . jjiii gess
llii/lrli/* 'it ( . i~n \ • I^iiffoc (~~*omt^k Anno (~* 7-^ oat
1 ulUulC dL vild\ .l)ULLcS Udlllp /Alllld U. l\dv
i PT^lf A Cadet Days Ralph D. Paine
jtS46C Camp at Sea Duck Cove Ellerv H. Clark
jG862 Camping in the Winter Woods . .
E. R. Gregor
JSF33 Camping on the Great River R. S. Spears
J&498C Captain of the Nine W. Heyliger
1220-TI66C Castle of Zion George Hodges
Change Signals P. II. Barbour
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jEL54C Classroom and Campus W. L. Eldred
JB236CF Crofton Chums .... R.H.Barbour
jGS86 Detring of Deal Latta Griswold
JB7943DH Dorothy Dainty's Holidays Amy Brooks
jC555DG Dotty Dimple at Her Grand-
mother's Sophie May, pseud.
JC555DH Dotty Dimple at Home Sophie May, pseud.
jS555DP Dotty Dimple at Play Sophie May, pseud.
JC555DS Dotty Dimple at School, Sophie May, pseud.
JC555DF Dotty Dimple's Flyaway
Sophie May, pseud.
JC555DW Dotty Dimple out West, Sophie May, pseud.
jPi63D Dragon Days R. D. Paine
j590-SH2 Fall of the Year D. L. Sharp
jQ46F ' Fourth Down L. W. Quirk
JQ46 Freshman Dorn, Pitcher L. W. Quirk
J220-H66G Garden of Eden . George Hodges
JC365 Henley's American Captain F. E. Channon
j8o8-H7i Historic Poems and Ballads
Rupert S. Holland
JH715K Knights of the Golden Spur R. S. Holland
JB283L Lady of the Lane F. O. Bartlett
JM386 Lickey and His Gang Grace S. Mason
JH226 Little King and the Princess Ture
Mary E. Hardy
jK746L Lucky Sixpence E. B. and A. A. Knipe
jH3i32 Ned Brewster's Year in the Big
Woods C. J. Hawkins
j J 1 23 Peggy Stewart at School G. E. Jackson
JSA12P Pluck on the Long Trail Edwin L. Sabin
j\W)720 Quarterback Reckless Hawley Williams
jR56i Rowena's Happy Summer C. M. Robinson
jB8nS Secret of the Clan Alice Brown
jB8ioT Their City Christmas Abbie F. Brown
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jG223 Turkey Doll . . Josephine S. Gates
JSE82T Two and Four-footed Friends
Anna Sewell
jT594W Ward Hill at Weston E. T. Tomlinson
jSch83 With the Indians in the Rockies
Tames W. Schultz
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School Officers
1912-1913.
COMMITTEE.
Harry E. Carson, Chairman, Cochituate 191
3
Philip S. Ide, Wayland 1914
Arthur B. Nichols, Secretary, Wayland 1915
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.
Frank H. Benedict, Cochituate.
TRUANT OFFICERS AND JANITORS.
J. Charles Vincent, Wayland.
Flenry G. Dudley, Cochituate.
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN.
O. A. Dudley, M. D., Saxonville.
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School Committee
In presenting its Annual Report, the School Committee
of Wayland invites, in the first place, a comparison of the
sums of money spent on Wayland schools during the past
two years.
In the fiscal year ending March ist, 1912, the total
amount spent on schools was: $17,466.00.
During the past year- the total has been: $18,353.00.
Or an amount greater during the past year by : $853.00.
In this connection it is to be noted that, whereas, in the
previous year the town voted the extra sum of $600.00 to in-
stall a water system in the High School, for the past year no
extra money whatever was voted for the schools.
Your Committee desires to draw particular attention to
the extraordinary and unforeseen expenses incurred during
the past year
;
expenses not provided for nor covered by the
annual school appropriation.
In the first place, a bill for coal, delivered and used pre-
vious to March ist, 1912, coming over into this past year
amounted to $183.46, and the addition of fifty cents to the
price per ton of coal last Autumn for the amount of coal so
far delivered and used brings this extra amount up to $233.00.
Last Autumn Mr. Francis Shaw wrote your Committee
that, in future, the town must pay for removing ashes from
the High School and for cleaning out the cess-pool. As this
expense, as well as the expense of supplying certain school
equipment, had for years been borne by Mr. Shaw, the with-
drawal of his aid has meant another item added to school ex-
pense account.
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( )wing directly to this, and to the fact that the increased
use of water in the High School necessitated some new pro-
vision for drainage, your Committee adopted what seemed the
most practical and least costly expedient; that of digging a
new cess-pool with connections to the old one. This lias, so
far, proved an adequate and satisfactory solution of the prob-
lem and can, if necessary, he made a part of a- future im-
proved system of school drainage.
As, according to restricted boundaries, as well as from
the fear of polluting both school and neighboring water sup-
plies it seemed equally impossible and unw ise to dig a leach-
ing cess-pool within the school grounds, your Committee for-
tunately secured from Mr. Edmund Sears and Mr. Edwin F.
Greens permission to dig this cess-pool on the land belonging
to them, which has been used as a playground.
As the difficulties affecting the location of this indispen-
sable feature of the present school sanitary system could not
have been overcome without their prompt co-operation, the
School Committee desires here to express to these tw :o gentle-
men its grateful acknowledgment of an act of public spirit
well and willingly performed.
The transportation of school children has this year cost
more than it cost last year by $187.11. This is a matter in
which your Committee has no option but to accept the bids
submitted. There are five barge routes, and last Summer the
Committee received only six bids, all of them being at a
higher rate than for the year before.
With no special appropriation voted last vear for new
sanitary and heating systems, or even for repairs to the ex-
isting systems, and with a condition of things which might
perhaps have meant the closing of the High School for a
time, on account of insufficient heat and flagrantly unsanitarv
conditions, your Committee set itself the task of correcting,
tor the time being, some of the worst features ; with the re-
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suit that by renewing old pipes, flues and chimney caps which
had rusted and fallen from the chimneys, by repairing the
sanitaries, by patching the antiquated and wasteful furnaces
and by repairing a leaky roof, all at a cost of $463.15, the
building was rendered tenantable for this year.
In pursuance of a policy of increasing the efficiency of
the teaching force and of engaging the best available new ma-
terial to fill vacancies, your Committee voted last Autumn
an increase of salaries amounting up to March 1st, 1913 to
$240.00.
Taking all of the foregoing into consideration it will be
noted that our school appropriation has actually been ex-
ceeded by only a very moderate amount.
In regard to the condition of the High School building,
the town will be obliged to consider, at no distant date, and
indeed should consider at the next Town Meeting, the mat-
ter of painting the exterior of the building, the installing of
new sanitary and heating systems and the wiring and electric
lighting of the school. The efficiency of the equipment in the
Cochituate School, and the complete success of the pumping
installation in the High School indicates the economic and
hygienic value of up-to-date appliances.
That the teaching force of Wayland schools has, during
the past year, been materially strengthened, is shown in no-
ticeably improved discipline and in the general morale of the
school. There is reason to believe that, as a whole, the pupils
have done more willing, and so more effective work this year
than last, and it is that spirit and that kind of work which, in
the end, makes for the higher standard of scholarship which
we are trying to attain. No such ideal conditions can, how-
ever, be brought about entirely by the schools and in the
schools. The interest of the parents, very generally lacking,
in the progress of their children and their realization of the
value of encouragement and stimulation at home is a potent
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and indispensable factor in the proper education of children.
The response to the School Committee's efforts to add
strength and greater prominence this year to the Commercial
Course of study has been most gratifying, and apparently in-
dicates a somewhat widespread desire for the permanence of
such a course in our community. Of a total of sixty-six pupils
in our High School no less than thirty are taking this com-
mercial course, or parts of it, and of these, twenty are pupils
of the first and second years. Last year the total number tak-
ing this course or parts of it was twenty-three.
It is still a little early in the year to measure results in-
telligently in regard to this course, but if it should continue to
grow in popularity it is not too much to predict for the fu-
ture the possibility of such a thorough and effective business
course as is given in a number of our Massachusetts schools.
It is always to be born in mind, however, that all such re-
sults, and this applies to manual training as well as to all so-
called vocational courses—mean a yearly increasing expendi-
ture for salaries and equipment.
Educationally we cannot progress without actually going
forward.
To stand still is insensibly to go backward.
It is for the people of Wayland to say which it shall be.
Respectfuly submitted,
HARRY E. CARSON, Chairman.
PHILIP S. IDE.
ARTHUR B. NICHOLS, Secretary.
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Financial Report of School Committee.
Salaries of Teachers.
\Y. Herbert Moore $1,260.00
Inez Bowler 7 ;o.oo
Mary J. Sweeney 290.00
Katherine E. Barrett 390.00
Alice Carey 220.00
Elizabeth G. Hodge ^00.00
Mabel C. Whitten $550.00
Edna D. Taylor 58/.38
Alice S. Kenyon 6OO.OO
Emma J. Kennedy 220.00
Ethel M. Hamilton 360.OO
Lucy E. Reynolds 550.00
Marie L. Leach 550.00
Grace C. Loker 550.00
Sylvia E. Prescott 550.00
Catherine E. Maloney 570.00
Emily Prichard Moore 30.00
Leroy K. Houghton 930.00
Agnes E. Boland 200.00
William B. Hazelton 700.00
Louisa A. Nicholass 2.l6
$IO,22Q.54
Supplies
Holt and Bugbee Co. $99-33
Ginn & Co. 3-84
Milton Bradley Co. 55-89
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J. H. Lee 24.70
Carpenter, Morton Co. 1.00
American Seating Co. 9.75
Rawles-Cobb Co. 11.00
A. B. Nichols 5.85
Revere Rubber Co. 7.00
Wayland Water Board 102.00
Edward E. Babb & Co. 166.47
Edison Electric 111. Co. 2.70
Weston Electric Co. 3.00
Chandler, Barber Co. 31.64
Howe & Co. .70
Underwood Typewriter Co. 50.00
Remington Typewriter Co. 51-50
E. A. Putney 5.20
A. W. Atwood 10.46
Suburban Press $24.95
L. L. Hammett & Co. 486.55
Oliver Ditson Co.
-
x9-37
L. E. Knott Apparatus Co. 42.00
A. W. Atwood 9.10
I. A. Lupien !3-27
A. X. Palmer Co. 1.60
Dutton & Clarke 7.10
E. AW Jennison .50
W. S. Lovell .60
Kee Lox Mfg. Co. 2.25
American Book Co. 9.90
F. W. Martin Co. 28.25
Silver Burdett Co. I4-7 1
C. C. Burchard 2.1
1
L C. Smith Bros.
.75
$1,305.04
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Transportation
Middlesex & Boston St. Railway Co. S705.00
Barges
:
Thomas Hynes 722.00
E. J. Gazard 285.00
L. Buoncore 46.00
J. H. Lee 127.40
E. G. Lee 336.00
Alexander Holmes 328.00
Thomas Bryant 226.00
Mayme Bonney 5.76
$2,781.16
Fuel, Light, Power
Edison Elec. 111. Co., Boston $4-00
Weston Electric Light Co. 6.00
A. W. Atwood 669.61
Herbert Parmenter 66.00
J. W. Doon & Son 9547
Robinson, Jones Co. 261.15
C. W. Fairbank 4-<*>
$1,106.23
Supervision
Frank H. Benedict $800.00
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Salaries of Janitors
Henry G. Dudley $500.00
J. Charles Vincent 450.00
$950.00
Incidentals
:
American Seating; Co. $11.00
T. Weld Frost 5.10
W. Herbert Moore 4-36
H. G. Dudley 12.22
C. W. Fairbank 10.00
A. B. Nichols 12.00
Griffiths-Stilling's Press q6.=;o
A. W. Atwood 4.80
Howe & Co. .90
F C Rpane .20
Cochituate Grange 12.50
F. H. Benedict 33-83
Louisa A. Nicholas 4.I4
F. J. Barnard 35 .00
Wayland Water Board 15.00
The Morse-Whyte Co. 2-25
Union Lumber Co. 1.50
Weston Electric Light Co. 3.00
J. C. Vincent 10.00
E. G. Lee 7.00
Boston Woodworking Co. n-55
William S. Lovell 10.30
Geo. T. Johnson $5-75
Henry G. Dudley 2.40
Thos. Brvant 1.00
$312.30
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School Committee
:
Harry E. Carson $50.00
Harry E. Carson, expenses 7.56
Philip S. Jde 50.00
Philip S. Ide. expenses 8.50
Arthur B. Nichols, Secretary 60.00
Repairs
E. P. Butler $10.80
Auto-Force Ventilating System 52.00
American Seating Co. 23.55
F. H. Marsden 11.00
L. C. Smith Bros. 7.73
Repairs, Heating, Ventilating Plant:
Stone, L nderhill Heat. & Vent. Co. $299.00
Howard E. Haines 52.01
J. C. Massey 106.74
H. B. Smith Co. 5.40
Repairs, Cesspool
:
Wallace C. Smith $86.03
E. G. Lee 10.00
Fiske & Co. 29.23
Recapitulation
Expenditures
Salaries of Teachers $10,229.54
Transportation 2,781.16
Supplies 1,305.04
$176.06
$105.08
$463.1
$125.26
$1,181.85
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Fuel, Light, Power * 1,106.23
Miscellaneous 1,181.85
Supervision 800.00
Salaries of Janitors 950.00
$18,353.82
Receipts.
Town Grant $16,000.00
Tuition of children from state 307-46
Received from County Dog Tax T 53-o6
Received from State Superintend-
ent's salary 208.33
Received from State teachers' salaries 312.50
Tuition from Town of Natick 19.00
Sale of books 10.00
Income from Trust Fund 8.00
Tuition of children—City of Boston 6.00
$17,024.35
Overdrawn $1,329.47
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Committee of Wayland,
Gentlemen:—The following report of the public schools
of the town is respectfully submitted for your consideration.
This is the fifteenth in the series of annual reports by the Su-
perintendent of Schools, and the third by the present incum-
bent of the office.
Your schools are in charge of a corps of teachers espe-
cially strong in power to discipline, to interest, and to in-
struct. They are interested in the welfare of every child, sym-
pathetic and earnest. There has been no marked change of
policy in the administration of the affairs of the schools, nor
is there prospect of any near-by innovation. Because of these
conditions, the generosity of the town toward her schools, and
the general good faith in the servants of the schools, space
will be given herein to touch upon the general trend of edu-
cational thought and criticism and the efforts afoot for edu-
cational advancement, that you may understand that we are
interested in the progressive necessities now before the gen-
eral public, and that we are studying intently all efforts that
we may be ready to fall into line and to keep step with the
procession in assisting you to direct the future policy of the
schools of Wayland.
That we are in an epoch of general educational dissat-
isfaction is evidenced by the vast amount of critical current
literature from laymen and educators. This condition, ana-
lyzed, antedates the present by some years, is the result of
natural causes, has been approaching a long time, has come
with overwhelming rapidity as has the industrial develop-
ment of the country, has been watched with apprehension by
educators, also welcomed, as all true educators are progress-
ive and metropolitan, interested in the welfare of every
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child. This unrest is being met by proper solutions of edu-
cational problems, and I believe, will be increasingly em-
battled through the perfecting of plans already afoot to
make the educational institutions—the schools of training
for manhood and womanhood—more effective, more far-
reaching.
The disaffection centers, particularly about the high
school, involves the upper grades, is erroneously, in my opin-
ion, carried into the primary grades by visionary and imprac-
tical or ignorant critics, reaches out to the period of life fol-
lowing the elementary schools for those not entering high
schools, and includes in some measure the administration of
our colleges.
The primary causes for this disaffection are the changes
in industrial, commercial and agricultural life, the new de-
mands upon our youth to meet the exacting conditions in these
basal fields, the high cost of all things, the call for scientific
farmers, and the call for greater skill in the so-called pro-
fessions. And again, because it is more and more imperative
that our youth have a high-school education with a result
that our high schools are composed of a student body, of
which approximately only six to ten per cent, will attend col-
lege, or other higher institutions of learning. So that a great
body of thinking people have come to ask for schools for "All
the children of all the people."
The result is that first of all, Greek has been dropped
from nearly all high schools, Latin and other subjects are on
trial as against courses in Practical Arts. Business courses
and woodwork first appeared. They have found their places,
but are inadequate.
.
Massachusetts made the first move to meet this wave of
necessity by appointing an Industrial Commission under
Governor Douglas. This Commission has been merged with
the re-organized State Board of Education and with Dr.
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Snedden as Commissioner is committed to the policy of pro-
moting' industrial training in connection with the educa-
tional system of the State.
Local conditions call for different lines and place barriers
as to policy. But we find that a goodly number of vocational
schools have appeared in our cities that we have in our midst
part-time schools for those who wish to work or must go to
work that the agricultural college is reaching out to interest
boys and girls in improved agricultural study, that there are
agricultural schools, that there are agricultural courses in
high schools, that the state offers aid in support of same, that
bills have appeared before the legislature for special grants to
establish County Agricutural schools, that bills have appeared
to grant permission, or to make it obligatory on municipali-
ties to support continuation schools. Boys residing in towns
and supporting vocational courses may, as in other high-school
work, go to towns or cities offering such work, and the resi-
dential town must pay the tuition. Our larger high schools
and some smaller ones are offering courses in cooking, sew-
ing, shop work, printing, and so forth. Many communities
are developing home gardening, and there are some substan-
tial prizes offered for members of successful corn and potato
clubs.
Outside of our own state, the story is repeated, some
states being much more aggressive than are we. "Barley goes
to college in Wisconsin." and corn is much improved in the
corn belt through courses given therein. Then we have before
Congress the Page Bill, which will, if carried, appropriate
$14,000,000 to be distributed throughout the country for the
advancement of vocational training, but more especially agri-
cultural training.
In a recent address, Dr. C. X. Schaeffer of Pennsylvania,
said : "There are today at least forty vocations which require
a high-school education by way of preliminary training, and
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the boy who quits school before finishing the four years' high
school course, shuts against himself the door of opportunity.
•'He makes it impossible for himself to enter the vocations
which aspire to be ranked with the professions, and which
have within their ranks the leaders of American civiliza-
tion." f<
We are endeavoring to impress the force of the above
statement on the young people of this community; to make
them feel something of the seriousness of these years given
them for study and development and the splendid opportunity
that should not be lost, and that some sacrifice on their part in
personal comfort and enjoyment should be made for all that
is done for them.
Accepting the fact that we must soon reach out to indus-
trial training: in some line, somehow, we have endeavored
with a goodly measure of success to strengthen the Com-
mercial Course this year.
From the Cochituate school entertainment given last
March. $55.75 was realized. Cochituate Grange and individ-
ual members gave the use of their hall. The expenses were
$1.25 for printing. Three dollars have been donated by the
Teachers' Club. There are now on deposit, subject to the
chairman's order, $57.50 in the Xatick Five Cents Savings
Bank. We trust soon to see this expended for the piece of
statuary for which purpose it was raised.
The wrork done on the Wayland furnaces last summer has
removed the lack of ventilation in the sanitaries, has made
better heating of the rooms possible, but the ventilation of the
rooms is unchanged. By opening the windows every hour,
while physical drill is given, and also by vacating rooms at
recesses and opening windows, we have kept them in com-
fortable condition in the grades. The ventilation has been
better in the high-school rooms.
It is needless almost to remind you that the Wavland
building needs painting as a matter of economy. It speaks
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for itself to every passer-by. Some of the rooms have hard
looking ceilings and walls.
In closing, I respectfully commend to you for careful
consideration and study the issues briefly raised earlier in
this paper. These serious and difficult industrial educat-
ional problems cannot, in my opinion, be wisely turned
aside by the school authorities and citizens of this town.
Respectfully submitted,
FRANK H. BENEDICT.
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REPORT OF HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Mr. Frank H. Benedict. Superintendent of Schools,
Dear Sir:—My second annual report of the Wayland
High School is herewith presented for your consideration.
Eleven pupils were graduated from the High School last
June. Of the eleven graduates, two are now attending the
Framingham Normal School, one is in training for a nurse
at the Boston City Hospital, two are taking special training
for musical careers, one is at Lowell Textile School, one at
Tufts Dental School, while an eighth is at the Xew England
Co-operative School of Engineering in Boston. The rest are
at work at or near their homes.
We have a total enrolment this year of sixty-nine, and of
this number sixty-six are in school at the present date. This
is an increase of four pupils over the total registration of last
year.
The regularity- of attendance on the part of some pupils
has not been all that it should be. It is essential that a pupil
should be present at each school session if he is to secure the
most good from his studies. Attendance at High School
should be considered a privilege. No pupil can afford not to
avail himself of this opportunity which costs him only the
effort. A day out of school, or even one lesson missed, is a
privilege lost. The habit of punctuality is a most valuable
asset for future success. Excuses for tardiness and absence
should be sent to the principal at the next session attended by
the pupil. May I ask parents to carefully co-operate with
the teachers in securing better results in this matter?
Referring to our system of reporting the standing of
pupils. I wish to make the following explanation in order that
parents may aid us in making the system more efficient. Dur-
ing my administration, report cards bearing the ranks in all
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subjects have been sent by each pupil to his or her parents at
the middle and end of each term,—making a total of six times
a year that a parent should receive a full report of the pupil's
work. These cards should be signed and returned promptly
to the principal. In addition to these report cards, a special
deficiency report is mailed to the parent at the end of every
period of four weeks. These special reports are sent only
for subjects or parts of subjects in which the pupil's work
appears unsatisfactory for the previous four weeks. By bring-
ing the attention of the pupil and parent to unsatisfactory
work in any given subject, it is hoped that special energy may
be brought to bear upon that subject, and possible failure for
the term's work avoided. In several cases this year, the at-
tention which parents have given thest reports has had very
gratifying results.
The attitude of the pupils toward their work has been
generally good, but, on the whole, it is to be hoped that an
even higher standard of scholarship may be obtained. To se-
cure a mere passing mark should not be a satisfactory ideal
for any pupil. Many who are receiving simply passing
marks are capable of doing "A" work with greater application.
No student has time to get all his work done in school hours,
and a minimum of two hours a day of home study is abso-
lutely essential. A pupil's fundamental duty in the high
school is to study. Other activities, social and athletic, must
have their proper part in the development of youth, but they
must be subordinated to this.
The choice of the right studies is often of the utmost im-
portance to the pupil's success in high-school work. To this
end. we placed in the hands of the pupils last spring an Out-
line of Courses of Study, with description of each, to be a
guide in making their elections. The c< urses are grouped un-
der three heads, namely:—College preparatory, scientific, and
commercial. The requirements in English and Mathematics
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are the same in the three courses. This grouping gives the
pupil a definite plan which he must follow in case college is
his aim. We have tried to strengthen the requirements in the
commercial course so that this course may be considered on
a par with the others. The results so far are very satisfactory.
Let me add a word of explanation in regard to our rela-
tion to the New England College Examination Board. Our
high school is at present, not on the published list of ap-
proved schools of the Board, not because our curriculum, staff
and equipment are not approved by them, but because during
the last two years at least, no graduate has desired to ma-
triculate at any of the colleges which come under the juris-
diction of the Xew England College Board. The following
colleges are represented on the Board : Amherst College,
Bates College, Brown University, Colby College, Dartmouth
Colege, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College, Tufts
College, University of Vermont, YVellesley Colege, Wes-
leyan University, and Williams College. This Board grants
to certain schools the privilege of admission without examina-
tion, on certificate of the principal. Entrance to Harvard,
Yale, and Mass. Institute of Technology may be obtained only
by passing examinations.
A new regulation was made last year by the Xew Eng-
land College Board, which quoted is as follows :—"A school
which has not sent within the required time at least two stu-
dents to one or more colleges represented on the Board, but
meets with the approval of the Board in respect to curriculum,
staff and equipment, may, for the purpose of establishing a
record, send one or more students without examinations, on
the certificate of its principal, to some one or more colleges
represented on the Board."
In accordance with the regulation. I sent a record of our
curriculum, staff and equipment to the Board last April, and
Wayland High School was granted the above privilege for the
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period of one year. As none of last year's graduates ex-
pressed a desire to enter any of the colleges represented by
the Board, I communicated again last month with the Secre-
tary of the Board as to our standing, and the following reply
was received :—"I think it very certain that the Board will de-
cide to give you the privilege at any time in the future of
sending specimen students, provided your curriculum, staff of
teachers, and equipment do not change unfavorably in the
meantime."
,
At present we have certificate privileges with Massachu-
setts Agricultural College, Worcester Polytechnic Institute,
and for all State Xormal Schools. Our privilege with Wor-
cester Polytechnic Institute was renewed last month for a
period of three years.
The fact remains that entrance to any college may be
made whenever examinations are passed. Tht certificate sys-
tem is a privilege which removes the strain of examinations
when the pupil, in the judgment of the principal, has shown
himself capable of undertaking college work. In either case
the preparation in high school should be the same. A diploma
;
.s not a certificate to college, and no principal should consci-
entiously grant a certificate until he feels that his candidate
could pass college examinations were they taken. An average
of 85 per cent, in a subject should be maintained in order to
secure proper certification to college.
Since a large number of our pupils do not plan to go on
to higher institutions of learning, the fundamental purpose of
this High School should be to give the student something
which makes the time spent worth while. It is essential that
the training in high school should turn out men and women
who shall be more useful in themselves, better neighbors, and
loyal and more helpful citizens.
To this end. I believe all of your teachers are bending
their best efforts.
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My thanks are due the pupils for their favorable attitude,
and my teachers for their energy and earnest co-operation, all
of which have made possible the success thus far attained.
In conclusion, allow me to express my thanks to the
School Committee and yourself for the cordial support which
you have given us in our efforts.
Respectfuly submitted,
W. HERBERT MOORE.
9
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REPORT OF GRAMMAR MASTER
Mr. F. H. Benedict. Superintendent of Schools, Wayland,
Mass.,
Dear Sir:— I herewith present the annual report for the
Cochituate school.
The total enrolment of pupils is 181, a gain of 4 since last
year. The average per cent, of attendance is very high, which
may be accounted for by the improved facilities which the
school offers. m
During the year the school has held a special visiting day.
or Parents' Day, when all parents and friends of the school
were invited to visit us in the different class rooms and see
the regular work of the school. The teachers greatly appre-
ciate the efforts of parents and friends in showing their in-
terest and co-operation with the school by visiting us in such
numbers.
The graduating class of 191 2 presented the school with a
beautiful relief of the Declaration of Independence, and the
class of 1913 are planning to present the relief entitled the
Treaty of Peace of 1783.
The boys of the five upper grades are showing their inter-
est in a military company to be formed on a basis similar to
that of cadets in High School. Drill guns are being made by
the boys in the manual training department.
In behalf of the teachers of the school, I wish to express
our gratitude for the co-operation of parents, and the hearty-
support of the superintendent and committee.
Respectfully submitted,
LEROY K. HOUGHTOX.
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REPORT OF THE MUSIC SUPERVISOR.
Mr. Frank H. Benedict. Superintendent
:
I herewith submit my annual report of the music.
The Course of Study indicates that certain definite prin-
ciples will be taught in each grade.
The status of muisc in public education has completely
changed, and the requirement for the grade work is far
greater than ten years ago.
This past fall we have done a great deal of individual
work, and find that the results are excellent. By the use of
the individual slips the teacher finds wherein each pupil needs
the most help as to time, pitch, and reading. Thus every pupil
in the grade is obliged to learn to read music.
The time is fast coming when Harmony and Musical In-
terpretation will be taught in all High Schools. At the pres-
ent time the subjects are taught with marked success in some
of the larger towns and cities. I wish that the subject oi
Harmony might be introduced in Wayland High. My time is
limited to one day a week, but the program could be arranged
so that we could make a beginning in this work.
In closing I wish to thank the teachers, committee, and
superintendent for their hearty co-operation.
Respectfully submitted.
AGXES E. BOLAXD.
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REPORT OF DRAWING AND MANUAL TRAINING
To the Superintendent of Schools :
—
I take pleasure in submitting my annual report of draw-
ing and manual training in the Wayland Schools.
The drawing has been carried on along similar lines as
last year, with such changes as thought advisable to make
the subject more interesting to the pupil. In the fall much
time was devoted to nature study in color and pencil. At
Christmas special work was done for gifts. During the win-
ter term the time has been devoted to pictorial, object drawing
and design. In the upper grades the boys have worked on
room interiors, and the girls have copied drawings of simple
gowns, planning pleasing color schemes of good color har-
mony. In design the pupils have planned cover decorations
for note-books or compositions, co-relating with regular school
work whenever possible. In the lower grades more time has
been devoted to constructive work and paper cutting.
In the High School the periods have been extended from
one to two periods, which has made it possible to accomplish
much more. In the free-hand drawing the time has been
given to pictorial drawing, nature study, and design. The first
year work in mechanical drawing has been devoted to geomet-
ric problems, lettering, simple working drawings, and pros-
pective sketches from the working drawings. The second
year work has included lettering, details of building construc-
tion and simple house plans.
In the manual training department the interest of the
boys has been excellent. In the grades the regular problems
adapted to the age of the pupil have been followed with sev-
eral new models added to the course. In the ninth grade sev-
eral boys are doing creditable work in furniture construc-
tion. In the High School the boys have been working on fur-
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nitttre to furnish a reception room on the first floor of the
building. The hangings to be made by the girls in the draw-
ing department.
The pupils have worked together on the problems, and
have displayed a keen interest in the products, and have done
excellent team work.
I wish to thank the Committee and Superintendent for
their support, and also the teachers for their willing co-opera-
tion. Respectfuly submitted
WILLIAM BROOKS HAZELTON.
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REPORT OF TRUANT OFFICERS
To the Superintendent of Schools
:
I herewith submit the following report of absences and
truancy for the year beginning March i, 1912, and ending
March 1, 191 3.
Number of absences reported, 10
Number of cases investigated 10
Number of absences for legal reasons 3
Number of absences to work at home 5
Number of truants 2
Respectfully submitted,
H. G. DUDLEY;
Truant Officer.
Mr. Benedict, Superintendent of Schools,
Dear Sir :—During the past school year, I have had one
case of absence to investigate, and found no case of truancy.
Respectfully submitted,
J. C. VINCENT,
Truant Officer.
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SCHOOL CALENDAR
March 28, Friday
April 7, Monday
May 30, Friday
June 12, Thursday
June 13, Friday,
June 18, Wednesday.
June 19, Thursday
September 3, Wednesday
October 13, Monday
November 25, Tuesday
December 19, Friday
December 30, Tuesday
January 5, Monday
February 23,
March 27, Friday
W inter term ends
Recess of One Week.
Spring- term begins
Memorial Day, Holiday
Grammar School Graduation
Grammar Schools Close
High School Graduation
High School Closes
Summer Vacation
Fall term begins
Holiday
to December 1, Monday
Thanksgiving Recess
Schools close for Christmas Recess
High School begins
1914
Grammar Schools begin
Holiday
Winter term ends
Recess of One Week
April 6,
April 20, Monday
June 19, Friday
June 24, Wednesday evening,
June 25, Thursday
Spring term begins
Holiday
Grammar School Graduation
Fligh School Graduation
Closing- functions of High School
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ENROLMENT, FEB. i, 1913
School Grade Number School
Cochitnate, Room 1 L 30 30
Room 2 II. 25 25
Room 3 III. 20
IV. 16 36
Room 4 V. 17
VI. 19 36
Room 5 VI. 12
VII. 22 34
Room 6 VIII.
TV
IA. 15 28
Wayland, Room 1 I. 18
II. 8 26
Room 2 III. x 3
IVJ. \ . 14
*y. T V 42
Room 3 VI. 11
VII. 15 26
Room 4 VIII. 9
IX. 14 23
High School—First Year 21
Second Year 23
Third Year 14
Fourth Year 11 69
Total 375
;: Fifth Grade work is performed in Rooms 2 and 3.
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School Census.
Number of boys between the ages of five and fifteen 172
Number of girls between the ages of five and fifteen 162
Total 334
Number of boys between the ages of seven and fourteen 124
Number of girls between the ages of seven and fourteen 112
Total 236
Number of illiterates o
Report of Eye and Ear Examinations
Number of pupils enrolled 375
Number found defective in eyesight 46
Number found defective in hearing 5
Number of parents or guardians notified 26
Average Age of Pupils in the Different Grades,
September, 1912
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ROLL OF HONOR 1911-1912.
Perfect in Attendance—for One Year.
Class Name
Junior •Mary Evangelin Lyons
Freshman Wesley MacKenna
Freshman Charles Ashley Williams
Grade
IX Lewis Samuel Russell
IX George Franklin Dickey
IX Katherine Louise Dolan
VIII .Mildred Boucher
VIII Ruth Gladys Felch
VIII Eugene Nelson Sanders
VI Jennie Gertrude Bain
V Mary Connors
V Margaret Leadbetter
III Wallace Holland
II Clara Louise Bain
^Perfect in attendance for three years.
IX Roger Wendell Farrell
Eleonore Evelyn Fecteau
Edith Olivine Lesitre
Bertha Lillian Post
Pearl Wilhelmina Wignot
VIII Marguerite Eugenia Bull
VIII Laura Harriette Bowles
VII Addie Elizabeth Tripp
VII Raymond Charles Doherty
V Teresa Marion Corman
Taivo Andrew Erickson
William McKinley Harvey
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III
Charles Edward Magorty
Marion Neal
Elphege Moses Plosse
Mildred Rose Fecteau
Helen Viola Smelty
fRoger Elwyn Vralentine
Thelma Thordis Lyon
John Jacob Foley
Francis Katherine Donahue
Forest Alonzo Carson
Minnie Frances Yeager
•fPerfect in attendance for five years.
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Selected
GRADUATION EXERCISES OF THE WAYLAND
HIGH SCHOOL.
Class of 1 912
PROGRAM
Orchestra
Rev. Sidney Crawford
High School Chorus
Marv Donahue
Marks
F. Renard
Music
Prayer
Song, "Sailing"
Salutatory
Class History
Philip Francis O'Brien
Violin Solo, Beceuse, Op. 20
Mr. Edward Hoey
Essay, "Uncrowned Kings"
Leora May Gaul
Essay, "The American Humorist"
Mary Jane Metcalf
Song, "De Little Pickaninny's Gone to Sleep"
High School Chorus
Essay, "The Red Cross Society"
Mary Fessenden Buoncore
Class Prophecy
Grace Burke
Vocal Solos
—
(a) "If Laws Severe" From "The Jewess"
(b) "Night Shades Are Falling" Pinsuti
Ernest Wilson Schleicher
Tohnson
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Presentation of Class Gift
John Richard Curtin
Acceptance of the Gift
Cornelius John Maguire
Essay and Valedictory
Norman Baker Tyrrell
Songs
—
(a) "Sweet Genevieve"
(b) "Greeting to Spring"
High School Chorus
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
Motto : "Non scholae sed vitae discimus."
Class Colors : Orange and Black.
Graduates
Mary Fessenden Buoncore
Grace Burke
John Richard Curtin
Mary Donahue
Leora May Gaul
Mary Jane Metcalf
Willard Blackmer Morrell
Philip Frances O'Brien
Ernest Wilson Schleicher
Colburn Henry Scott
Norman Baker Tyrrell
Tucker
Strauss
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GRADUATION EXERCISES OF THE WAYLAND
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
Class 1912
PROGRAM
Prayer
Rev. Albert A. Felch
Song, ''Santa Lucia' ' From Neapolitan Barcarolle
Grammar School Chorus
Recitation, "The Pride of Battery B"
Eleonore Evelyn Fecteau
Recitation, "How the King Lost His Crown"
Hazel Louisa Moffett
Piano Solo, "Le Tourbillon" Tito Mattel
Edith Olivine Levitre
Class History and Presentation of Class Gift
Pearl Wilhelmina Wignot
Recitation, "The Indian Chieftain" Edward Everett
Francis Raymond Gladu
Flag Drill
Cochituate Grammar School
Song, "The Flower of Liberty" L. B. Marshall
Grammar School Chorus
History of Wayland
Leland George Hollingsworth
Recitation, "The Shannon and the Chesapeake"
George Franklin Dickey
Duet and Chorus, "The Hawthorn Tree" Alfred Wooler
Pearl Wilhelmina Wignot
Francis Raymond Gladu
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Recitation, "Independence Bell"
Helen Daniels Xeale
Tennis Drill
YVayland Grammar School
Song, "Morning- Invitation" G. A. Veazie
Grammar School Chorus
PRESENTATION OF DIPLOMAS
WAYLAND GRAMMAR SCHOOL
Motto : "Today, not tomorrow."
Colors : Garnet and Silver.
Flower : The Red Rose.
Graduates
George Franklin Dickey
Katherine Louise Dolan
Mary Elizabeth Agnes McManus
Hazel Louisa Moffett
Harry Paul O'Brien
Merna Alice Reeves
Lewis Samuel Russell
Xorman Stanlev Sweetland
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COCHITUATE GRAMMAR SCHOOL
Motto: "It is what one does., as much as what one knows,
that brings success."
Colors : Silver and Green.
Flower: The White Rose.
Graduates
Bessie Beach
Carl Ross Dunham
Roger Wendell Farrell
Eleonore Evelyn Fecteau
Francis Raymond Gladu
Leland George Hollingsworth
Lillian Genevieve Mary LeFrance
Edith Olivine Levitre
Raymond Francis McPartlin
Helen Daniels Xeale
Valeda Man* Jane Plosse
Bertha Lillian Post
Charles Lorenzo Smith
Pearl Wilhelmina Wignot
Alice Ernestine Williams
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Extract From Rules and Regulations
ATTENDANCE
1. Excuses for absence may be granted by the teach-
ers for the following causes only : The pupil's sickness or
physical disability, death in the family, or other extreme
emergency, contagious disease or quarantine.
Note. Lack of clothing, helping at home, running
errands, visiting, and the like, are not accounted sufficient
causes for absence.
2. In case of extreme necessity the superintendent
may grant excuses for special cause.
3. Any pupil not in his seat at the stroke of the last
bell, promptly at the hour for school to begin, shall be con-
sidered tardy.
Exception. Pupils who are late because of the late
arrival of barges or electric cars shall not be considered
tardy, unless they loiter or delay after arrival.
4. Excuse for tardiness may be granted at the dis-
cretion of the teacher.
5. Any pupil having been absent shall be required to
bring a written excuse from parent or guardian, stating the
reason for the absence. In case the written excuse is not
brought, the absence will stand unexcused.
6. All absences excused must be so recorded in the
register.
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7. W hen a pupil is apparently absent without suf-
ficient cause, the teacher shall notify the truant ofncer
promptly.
8. Pupils under five years of age will not be admitted.
9. Children will be admitted to the first grade only at
the beginning of the fall term, except by special permission
of the school committee. (''The beginning of the fall term"
will include the first two weeks.)
10. Pupils who enter a school in town for the first time
must present a vaccination certificate, properly filled out
and certified, or a certificate stating that the pupil is an un-
fit subject for vaccination, before being admitted.
11. Pupils Avho are perfect in attendance and
punctuality for any school month may be dismissed one
hour before the close of school on the afternoon of the last
school da}- of the school month.
12. Any pupil outside of school age, less than seven or
more than fourteen years of age, who is absent unexcused
for more than five whole days or ten half days, in any period
of six months, may be suspended until assurance is given of
regular attendance.
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SCHOOL SESSIONS
i. WAYLAND : High School—8.45 A. M. to 2.30 P. M.
(Thirty minutes for
recess.)
Grades 8.45 A. M. to 2.30 P. M.
(Xoon recess forty
minutes. Twenty-five
minutes for recesses,
physical culture, and
intermission. |
COCHITUATE: Grades 9.00 A. M. to 11.30 A. M.
1.00 P. M. to 3.30 P. M.
(Twenty-five minutes
for recesses and
physical culture.
I
1
2. The school hours as indicated must be strictly ob-
served.
3. Pupils in the first grade may be dismissed at recess.
4. The bell shall be rung five minutes before the be-
ginning of the school session, and the pupils shall at once
enter the schoolroom and take their seats ready for work.
The last bell promptly on time shall be the signal for the
school exercises to begin.
5. The door shall be opened at least fifteen minutes
before the beginning of the school session.
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6. Teachers may detain pupils after school or in extra
session for the purpose of making up lost time or deficiency
in lessons or application for a time not to exceed one-half
hour in the grades, and one hour in the high school, except
in case of pupils who are carried by barge, or longer by per-
mission of the committee or superintendent.
Xote. Pupils in the grades at Wayland may go home
for luncheon at intermission on condition that they are not
tardy for the afternoon session.
TRUANT OFFICER
1. It shall be the duty of the truant officer to investi-
gate fully each case of truancy, to take such action as the
circumstances warrant and the law directs, and to report
the results of his investigation to the teacher and to the
superintendent.
2. He shall exert all possible influence with the
parents and guardians to secure the regular attendance of
their children.
3. He shall present an annual report of his doings to
the school committee on the 1st day of March of each year,
giving the number of cases investigated and the action
taken thereon, together with such additional information as
he may deem advisable, or the school committee may
require.
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MEDICAL INSPECTION
The following directions conform to and are designed
to aid in complying with the law relating to medical in-
spection. Chapter 502, Acts of 1906.
1. The teacher shall give the tests for sight and hear-
ing and send notices to parents or guardians, according to
the directions in Portfolio A-XIII-I, 2.
2. Each teacher shall immediately refer to the school
physician each child "who shows signs of being in ill health
or of suffering from any infectious or contagious disease,
unless he is at once excluded from the school." (Sec. 3,
Chap. 502.)
3. W henever a teacher excludes a pupil from school
because he shows signs of being in ill health, or of suffering
from any infectious or contagious disease, he shall send no-
tice to the parent or guardian and to the superintendent of
schools. In the case of any infectious or contagious disease,
the superintendent of schools shall at once notify the board
of health. (Sec. 4, Chap. 502.)
4. Each teacher shall refer to the "school physician
for examination and diagnosis every child returning to
school without a certificate from the board of health," or
from the attending physician, "after absence on account of
illness" from any infectious or contagious disease, "or from
unknown cause." (Sec. 3, Chap. 502.)
5. The school physician shall make a prompt exami-
nation and diagosis of all children referred to him," and
shall send a "notice of the disease or defects, if any, from
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which the child is found to be suffering, to his parent or
guardian." (Sees. 2 and 4, Chap. 502.)
6. The school physician shall make "such further ex-
amination of teachers, janitors, and school buildings as in
his opinion the health of the pupils may require." (Sec. 2,
Chap. 502.)
7. Whenever a child is examined by the school physi-
cian and found to show "symptoms of smallpox, scarlet
fever, measels, chickenpox, tuberculosis, diphtheria or in-
fluenza, tonsilitis, whooping cough, mumps, scabies,
trachoma/' or pediculosis, "he shall be sent home immedi-
ately, or as soon as a safe and proper conveyance can be
found, and the board of health shall be notified" by the
physician. ( Sec. 4, Chap. 502.)
8. The school physician shall keep a record and report
to the school committee the result of each examination and
diagnosis as required by Section 2 of Chapter 502, Acts of
1906.
9. The superintendent of schools shall keep on hie a
record of all reports made to the school committee by the
school physician.
Note: W hen a child who has been ill with scarlet fever
returns to school within a period of eight weeks from the
beginning of his illness, he ma}- be referred to the school
physician even though he should bring a certificate of re-
covery. This should be done in every case when it appears
that the desquamation has not entirely ceased.
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EXTRACTS FROM SCHOOL LAWS
ATTENDANCE
( Revised Laws, Chapter 44)
By chapter three hundred and twenty, Acts of 1905,
section one of Chapter forty-four, is amended, in part, as
follows
:
From Section 1. "Every child between seven and four-
teen years of age, and every child under sixteen years of
age who cannot read at sight, and write legibly, simple sen-
tences in the English language, shall attend some public
school in the city or town in which he resides, during the
entire time the public schools are in session. .
.
." Every
person having under his control a child as described in this
section shall cause him to attend school as herein required,
and if he fails for five days sessions or ten half-day sessions
within any period- of six months. . . to cause the child
to attend school, he shall . be punished by a fine of
not more than twenty dollars. . .
The attendance of a child shall not be required: (a) "If
attending a private day school approved by the school com-
mittee," or is being "otherwise instructed ... in the
branches of learning required by law" ; (2) "If he has al-
ready acquired such branches of learning"
; (c) "If his
physical or mental condition is such as to render such at-
tendance inexpedient."
TRUANCY
(Revised Laws, Chapter 44)
From Section 3. "A child between seven and fourteen
years of age who wilfully and habitually absents himself
from school . . . shall be deemed to be an habitual
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truant, and . . . may, if a boy, be committed to a coun-
ty truant school . . . and, if a girl, to the state indus-
trial school for girls. . ."
From Section 4. "A child between seven and sixteen
years of age who may be found wandering about the streets
or public places, . . . having no lawful occupation,
habitually not attending school, and growing up an idleness
and ignorance, shall be deemed to be an habitual absentee,
. . . and is liable to commitment, as in section three.
From Section 5. "A child under fourteen years of age,
who persistently violates the reasonable regulations of the
school which he attends, or otherwise persistently mis-
behaves therein, so as to render himself a fit subject for ex-
clusion therefrom, shall be deemed to be an habitual school
offender . . ." and be liable to commitment as in section
three.
EMPLOYMENT
(Revised Laws, Chapter 106)
By chapter two hundred and sixty-seven, Acts of 1905.
section twenty-eight of chapter one hundred and six is
amended so as to read, in part, as follows
:
Section 28. "No child under the age. of fourteen years,
and no child who is over fourteen and under sixteen years
of age, who does not have a certificate as required . . .
certifying to the child's ability to read at sight and to write
legibly, simple sentences in the English language, shall be
employed in any factory, workshop, or mercantile establish-
ment. . . .
2. "No certificate (age and schooling) . . . shall
be approved by any person for a minor under the age of six-
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teen years, who intends to be employed in a factory, work-
shop, or mercantile establishment, unless such person is
satisfied that such minor is able to read at sight, and to
write legibly simple sentences in the English language."
From Section 29. "No child under sixteen years of age
shall be employed in a factory, workshop, or mercantile
establishment, unless his employer procures and keeps on
file ... an age and schooling certificate. . . ."
From Section 30. "An age and schooling certificate
shall be approved only by the Superintendent, or by a per-
son authorized by him in writing. . . ."
From Section 32. ''The age and schooling certificate
of a minor under sixteen years of age shall not be approved
and signed until he presents to the person who is authorized
to approve and sign it an employment ticket duly filled out
and signed. . . ."
Children between fourteen and sixteen years of age
who apply for an age and schooling certificate must bring
an employment ticket properly filled out by their intending
employer and be accompanied by employer or custodian.
Employment ticket blanks may be procured from the super-
intendent.
CONTAGIOUS DISEASES
(Revised Laws, Chapter 75)
From Section 51. "The board of health . . . shall
give immediate information to the school committee of all
contagious diseases . . . reported to them."
(Revised Laws, Chapter 44)
By Chapter three hundred and seventy-one, Acts of
1906, Section six of chapter forty-four is amended to read as
follows
:
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Section 6. "A child who has not been vaccinated shall
not be admitted to a public school except upon presentation
of a certificate signed by a regular practising physician that
lie is not a fit subject for vaccination. A child who is a 1
member of a household in which a person is ill with small-
pox, diphtheria, scarlet fever, measles, or any other in-
fectious or contagious disease, or of a household exposed to
such contagion from another household as aforesaid, shall
not attend any public school during such illness until the
teacher of the school has been furnished with a certificate
from the board of health of the city or town, from the at-
tending physician of such person, stating that the danger of
conveying such disease by such child is past."
MEDICAL INSPECTION
i Acts of 1906, Chapter 502)
From Section 1. "The school committee of every city
and town in the Commonwealth shall appoint one or more
school physicians, shall assign one to each public school
within its city or town, and shall provide them with all
proper facilities for the performance of their duties. . ."
From Section 2. "Every school physician shall make
a prompt examination and diagnosis of all children referred
to him as hereinafter provided, and such further examina-
tion of teachers, janitors, and school buildings as in his
opinion the protection of the pupils may require."
From Section 3. "The school committee shall cause to
be referred to a school committee for examination and
diagnosis, every child returning to school without a certifi-
cate from the board of health, after absence on account of
illness or unknown cause: and even- child in the schools
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under its jurisdiction, who shows signs of being in ill health,
or of suffering from infectious or contagious disease, unless
he is at once excluded by the teacher."
From Section 4. "The school committee shall cause
notice of the disease or defects, if any, from which any child
is found to be suffering, to be sent to his parent or guardian.
Whenever a child show symptoms of smallpox, scarlet
fever, measles, chicken pox, tuberculosis, diphtheria, or in-
fluenza, tonsilitis, whooping cough, mumps, scabies, or
trachoma, he shall be sent home immediately, or as soon as
safe and proper conveyance can be found, and the board of
health shall at once be notified."
From Section 5. "The school committee of every city
and town shall cause every child in the public schools to be
separately and carefully tested and examined at least once
every school year, to ascertain whether he is suffering from
defective sight or hearing, or from any other disability or
defect, tending to prevent his receiving the full benefit of
his school work, or requiring a modification of the school
work, in order to prevent injury to the child, or to secure
the best educational results. The tests of sight and hearing
shall be made by teachers. The committee shall cause no-
tice of any defect or disability requiring treatment to be
sent to the parent or guardian of the child, and shall require
a physical record of each child to be kept in such form as
the state board of education shall prescribe."
From Section 7. "The expense which a city or town
may incur .
. . shall not exceed the amount appropri-
ated for that purpose. . . . The appropriation shall pre-
cede any expenditure or any indebtedness which may be in-
curred under this act, and the sum appropriated shall be
deemed a sufficient appropriation."
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